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> Pondering 
Offensive lineman Jermaine 
Howard reflects on the season 
Please see story, page 6 
f+ Holiday musings 
Columnist explores the true meaning of 
Christmas and what it should mean to us 
Please see "The Lighter Side," page 4 
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Miller's plan to lift food tax 
getting little support 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA—Key lawmakers refused 
to budge Wednesday from their position 
that the governor's plan to eliminate the 
sales tax from groceries won't help poor 
Georgians. 
"I think we really would be relieving 
richer folks of more taxes than anybody 
else," House Speaker Tom Murphy said 
in agreeing with a subcommittee of his 
tax commission to leave the food tax 
intact. 
The House-Senate Revenue Structure 
Commission took no vote on that recom- 
mendation or several others, but mem- 
bers reiterated their wish to generate 
more income — not less — from the 
sales tax so they can in turn give tax 
relief to Georgia property owners. 
"I think there is a big move underfoot 
for that... here in Atlanta as well as in 
the boondocks," Murphy said. 
Under one scenario presented 
Wednesday, the state could generate an 
extra $1.2 billion from the sales tax by 
raising it from 4 cents on the dollar to 5 
cents and by applying it to about 25 
services that are now exempt, such as 
haircuts, cable TV, dry cleaning and pet 
grooming. 
'You pay taxes on the coffin to bury 
yourself in, but you don't pay (taxes) to 
have your poodle groomed. Where's the 
equity?" said Sen. Terrell Starr, D-For- 
est Park, who co-chairs the commission 
with Murphy. 
Extra sales tax revenue would let the 
General Assembly heed what Sen. Sonny 
Perdue, D-Bonaire, called the "hue and 
cry across the state for property tax 
reduction" through a property tax credit 
program, a state-funded homestead ex- 
emption and a school tax relief program 
in which the state would foot more of the 
bill for education. 
But the commission is headed for a 
battle with Gov. Zell Miller, who prom- 
ised during his re-election bid this year 
to remove the 4-cent sales tax from food 
within four years. 
WEATHER 
TODAY 
Showers, with a high in 
the lower 70s and a low 
in the mid-50s. 
MID-WEEK 
FORECAST 
Wednesday, it will 
be partly cloudy, 
with a high in the mid-60s and a low 
in the mid-40s. Thursday, it will 
continue to be partly cloudy, with a 
high in the mid-60s and a low in the 
upper 30s. 
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Coaches resign in face of allegations 
By Chris Sherwood 
News Editor 
GSU President Nicholas 
Henry announced the resigna- 
tion of GSU's Head Men's Bas- 
ketball Coach Frank Kerns, 
Associate Head Coach Mike 
Backus and Assistant Coach 
Mark White before a packed 
room of reporters at the South- 
ern Center for Continuing Edu- 
cation yesterday. 
"On Tuesday, Nov. 22, Ath- 
letic Director Dr. David 
Wagner and I learned that a 
possible major violation of 
NCAA regulations had oc- 
curred in the men's basketball 
program," Henry said. "Out- 
side assistance allegedly was 
given to a prospective student 
athlete who was completing 
some lessons and the final ex- 
amination for a correspondence 
course. I have accepted [their] 
resignations." 
Henry formed an investiga- 
tive committee composed of 
Wagner, the Chair of the Fac- 
ulty Senate Athletics Commit- 
tee George Shriver and GSU 
NCAA Faculty Representative 
Lane Van Tassell last Tues- 
day. 
'We informed the Southern 
Conference on Wednesday and 
the NCAA on Friday morning 
of our internal investigation 
which is continuing, when our 
internal investigation is com- 
pleted we will turn over our 
findings to the NCAA and to 
the Southern Conference," 
Henry said. "The prospective 
student athlete was awarded a 
basketball scholarship, but 
played in no intercollegiate 
competition." 
Assistant Coach Doug 
Durham will serve as the in- 
terim head coach. His first 
game was last night against 
the University of Georgia, a 
team which is coached by his 
father, Hugh Durham. 
"Coach Kerns came forward, 
we did not request a resigna- 
tion, he came forward for the 
good of the university so that 
we could have a full disclosure 
Lane Van Tassell addresses questions concerning possible NCAA 
Please see related story, page 2 
as to what happened," Wagner 
said. "Because he was the head 
of the program, he felt he would 
take this action, it was unsolic- 
ited. Subsequent to that, the 
other two coaches tendered 
their resignations also." 
Henry said GSU takes pride 
in keeping athletics within aca- 
demics, which is why the fac- 
ulty representative to the 
NCAA is chairing the internal 
investigation. 
'The message I would like to 
emphasize to you is, first, that 
this kind of sad episode can 
Enoch W. Autry 
basketball violations, 
happen anywhere, even Geor- 
gia Southern," Henry said. 
"Second, every appropriate of- 
ficer in the University moved 
immediately, intensively, and 
aggressively in rootingout this 
apparent violation. When it 
comes to institutional integ- 
rity, Georgia Southern does not 
Please see COACHES, page 3 
Baltimore falls 26-23 despite former GSU player's efforts 
By Chris Sherwood 
News Editor 
Former GSU quarterback Tracy Ham led the Ca- 
nadian Football League (CFL) Baltimore Football 
Club team to their first ever trip to the Grey Cup 
championship game, but came up short as the B.C. 
Lions kicked the game winning field goal with no 
time on the clock to win 26-23. 
With the appearance by Baltimore in the final, it 
marked the first ever Grey Cup final with an Ameri- 
can team. 
The Baltimore team, which has no official nick- 
name yet,almost won the championship. Leading 20- 
10 and then 23-20, the Baltimore team couldn't hold 
off the Lions. Ham had the ball inside the Lions five 
yard line, but fumbled on the one. The turnover 
would be costly as it later set up the game winner. 
Ironically, Ham led the CFL this year in fumbles 
with 13. 
Enteringthe championship game against the Doug 
Flutie led Lions, Ham finished second in the regular 
season with 4,348yardspassingand 30 touchdowns. 
Incidentally, Ham finished behind his opponent from 
Sunday, Doug Flutie, in those statistics. 
Ham is the only player to have his number retired 
at GSU. He is now in his eighth season in the CFL. 
Tracy Ham in 1986 File Photo 
During that time, he has had five seasons with 30 or 
more touchdowns, including this season. 
While at GSU, Ham directed the Eagles to two 
Division I-AA national championships, and that win- 
ning way hasn't changed. He owns almost every 
passing record at GSU. 
Ham was named to the Kodak All-America team in 
1986 (first team), the Associated Press in 1986 (first 
team), the Football News in 1986 (first team), the 
Football News in 1986 (Offensive Player-of-the-year), 
and the Atlanta Journal-Constitution College Divi- 
sion Player-of-the-year for 1984-1986. 
He was the first player in college football, any 
division, to rush for 3,000 yards and pass for 5,000 
yards in a career. Along with holding almost every 
GSU record, Ham also held a total of five NCAA 
records, one of which was broken this season by Steve 
McNair from Alcorn State. He was inducted into the 
GSU Hall of Fame in 1992. 
After his stellar career at GSU, Ham went North 
to play in the CFL. In Edmonton, his first team, he led 
the Eskimos to Western Division titles in 1988,1989 
and 1991. During the 1990 season, his team made it 
to the Grey Cup finals before losing to Winnipeg. In 
those years, Ham was able to play with Raghib 'The 
Rocket" Ismail. 
Prior to this season, Ham had headlined a 16 
person trade between the Argos and Edmonton. Last 
year proved to be a disaster though as Ham only 
threw for 2,147 yards and ran for 605 yards. He was 
benched at times through the season, and later be- 
Piease see HAM, page 3 
Campus-wide 
excellence 
forum set for 
tomorrow 
GSU News Service 
A campus-wide forum will be 
held to offer ideas about new ways 
GSU can achieve excellence as a 
university tomorrow at the 
Russell Union from 3-5 p.m. in 
room 247. It is open to students, 
faculty and staff. 
This meeting will be the sec- 
ond quarterly forum sponsored 
by the Strategic Planning Coun- 
cil, a group of faculty and staff 
appointed from all areas of GSU 
to look at information and issues 
that affect the school's strategic 
direction and decisions. 
The series of forums opened 
last spring quarter and dealt with 
what actions GSU should be tak- 
ing to ensure its success. Com- 
ments from the first forum were 
summarized in a report to the 
Executive Planning Council. 
This forum follows up with a 
discussion on "Finding New Ways 
to Achieve Excellence," a theme 
proposed through the University's 
suggestion system. 
SPC Chair Linda Bleicken, as- 
sistant professor of management, 
will moderate the discussion. 
New drop boxes ease mail delivery 
Three boxes will all deliver intracampus, department and U.S. mail 
By Sharon Grier 
Staff Writer 
The GSU Postal Service in- 
stalled three new mail drop 
boxes on campus. They will 
be used for intracampus, de- 
partmental and U.S. mail. 
The three locations include a 
box near the main entrance 
to the Carroll Building, one 
near the radio tower by the 
Williams Center, and also one 
next to the drive-way en- 
trance to the Alumni House. 
'They were set up mostly 
for faculty and staff," GSU 
Postal Services Director Sam 
Owens said. 
Students can also benefit 
because fee payments can be 
dropped off at one of these 
three locations. Some stu- 
dents have expressed a con- 
cern their payment would be 
lost in the mail before it got to 
Deal Hall, but according to 
Owens, there won't be any 
problems. 
"Full-time employees pick 
[this mail] up. From that lo- 
cation [all of the mail] comes 
right back here to the 
Landrum Center," Owens 
New mailboxes on campus such 
said. "Fee payments have a 
special Landrum Box on 
them, so there is really no 
reason [payments]should get 
lost." 
He said all of this mail will 
be handled and sorted by one 
person. 
"We do fee payments the 
same way we do traffic fines. 
We have never had any com- 
as this one will ease mail delivei 
plaints on the traffic fines," 
Owens said. 
Fee payments are not the 
only student mail that can be 
dropped off at these drop 
boxes. All correspondence 
except bulk third-class mail 
can be deposited. 
The Postal Service does 
recommend Express Mail be 
brought directly to Landrum 
y on campus. —lSS Hlli 
main office. If someone is 
mailing numerous pieces of 
correspondence, they should 
separate the intracampus and 
United States mail with rub- 
ber bands. 
Because these boxes are 
on the last pick-up route, they 
will be emptied at 3:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday ex- 
cept on campus holidays. 
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POLICE BEAT 
GSU Division of Public Safety 
No reports for dates of Nov. 18 
- Nov. 27 
Statesboro Police Department 
November 27,1994 
•William Buist, of Park Place 
Apartments, reported several 
items were taken from his apart- 
ment including a stereo and a 
large amount of CD's. 
November 26,1994 
•Ebony Myers, of Heritage 
Square Apartments, reported 
someone had entered her apart- 
ment and taken several CD's. 
•Latima Louis, of Sussex 
Apartments, reported several 
items were taken from her resi- 
dence including several phones, 
an answering machine, CD's and 
a stereo, total value approxi- 
mately $4600. 
November 25,1994 
•Ty Williams, of South Col- 
lege Street, reported a trunk was 
taken from his residence which 
included several items valued at 
$265. 
• Andrea Laughlin.of Stadium 
Walk Apartments, reported a 
television and VCR were taken 
from her apartment valued at 
$575 
November 23,1994 
•Felicia Sanders, of 
Swainsboro, reported someone 
stole her vehicle which was 
parked at the Winn-Dixie park- 
ing lot. 
November 21,1994 
•Heather Bryant, of Park 
Place Apartments, reported 
someone hit her car. Damage to 
the right front quarter-panel was 
estimated at $300. 
•A resident of Hawthorne II 
reported receiving harassing 
phone calls. 
November 22,1994 
• Steve Garvin, of Georgia Vil- 
las, reported brokai the rear door 
and bedroom windows of his 
apartment, damage was esti- 
mated at $250. 
November 20,1994 
•Maria Jackson, of Players 
Club Apartments, reported 
someone damaged the front right 
quarter-panel of her car, dam- 
age was estimated at $300. 
L NEWS BRIEFS 
The Office of Research has 
announced the recipients of the 
fall Faculty Reserach Grant Com- 
petition Awards. 
• Mark Welford, assistant pro- 
fessor of geology and geography, 
was awarded a $2,500 grant. 
•Oscar Pung, assistant pro- 
fessor of biology, was awarded a 
$2,500 grant to study the effects 
of TypanosomaOuzi from Geor- 
gia on mice. 
• Sue Moore, associate profes- 
sor of sociology and anthropol- 
ogy was awarded a $2,371 grant. 
• Clifford Odom, of the biology 
department was awarded a 
$2,082 grant to study isolation 
and characterization of 
Chlorothalonil Resistance Genes 
in Neurospora crassa. 
•Richard Hulbert, assistant 
professor of geology and geogra- 
phy, and Ann Pratt, assistant 
professor of biology were 
awarded a $2,000 grant to study 
Ice Age vertebrates from the Isle 
of Hope. 
•John Steinberg, assistant 
professor of history, was awarded 
a $2,000 grant to study educa- 
tion and training of the Russian 
General Staff from 1898-1914. 
•pouglas Marshall, of the psy- 
chology department was 
awarded a $750 grant to study 
"Political Ideology and Olson's 
Collective Action Problem." 
•Anita Davis, of the music 
department, was awarded a $655 
grant to analysize choral perfor- 
mance and teaching during the 
rehearsal of "O Bone Jesu." 
•J.C. Anderson and Larry 
Bryant, of health science educa- 
tion department were awarded a 
$375 grant to study knowledge, 
attitudes, and perception of risk 
and prevention behaviors related 
to HIV-AIDS of college athletes. 
— GSU News Services 
Georgia Tech may 
revive honor system 
Summary of allegations against 
the GSU basketball program 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — Supporters of 
an honor code at Georgia Tech 
say it could clarify the blurred 
line between cheating and cut- 
ting corners but probably would 
fall short of expelling offenders. 
The school already has an aca- 
demic honesty policy, similar to 
one used at UGA, which refers 
cheating violations to the aca- 
demic affairs office. 
"We are looking for something 
more, for a way to create a com- 
munity that is totally responsive 
to honesty," said Carole Moore, 
an assistant vice president for 
student services. 
"It's a part of a larger mission 
we are undertakingto infuse eth- 
ics and integrity and civility into 
the full fabric of Georgia Tech." 
Moore said the most severe 
penalties (expulsion) probably 
would not be invoked. 
"We are looking for flexibility. 
I don't think you (should) ruin 
students' lives forever because 
of a spontaneous lack of judge- 
ment," Moore said. 
Georgia Tech Student govern- 
ment president Greg Foster 
hopes to hold a student referen- 
dum on the honor code in the 
spring and to have it in place by 
fall. 
"We want the grade point av- 
erage at Georgia Tech to reflect a 
student's academic ability and 
work, and we want it to be earned 
in an environment that stresses 
ethical behavior," Foster said. 
Georgia Tech once had an 
honor code, adopted in 1905 and 
followed until the 1930s. 
Only 25 percent of all colleges 
and universities now follow honor 
codes, but many schools are 
bringing them back. 
Honor codes are traditional 
and the strictest at military acad- 
emies, where students must fol- 
low the code plus turn in fellow 
students who break it. 
Some ideas for the Georgia 
Tech code include requiring all 
students to sign a statement at 
the end of each paper and exam 
declaring the work is their own 
Also requiring professors to 
place old tests on file in the li- 
brary. 
The facts according to Lane 
Van Tassell, GSU's faculty rep- 
resentative to the NCAA: 
GSU recruited a basketball 
player who was scheduled to 
enroll in fall 1994 and be a stu- 
dent athlete during this term. 
He thought he had gradu- 
ated from a junior college in 
another state when he arrived 
here in early to mid-September 
and was informed by the insti- 
tution of which he had recently 
attended, and thought he had 
attained a degree, that he was 
short a math course. 
He had to have completed 
those requirements in order to 
graduate, and he had to have 
graduated from that junior col- 
lege institution in order to have 
been enrolled at GSU and be 
eligible to play. He was initially 
advised by the junior college 
that he had satisfied those re- 
quirements. 
He was advised of the defi- 
ciency while he was in 
Statesboro, and that informa- 
tion became known to the 
coaches. The coaches began to 
review the possibilities to make 
up that deficiency. 
They became aware of the 
possibility of satisfying the re- 
quirements of the correspon- 
dence course from another in- 
stitution in another state and 
they proceeded to do that. 
The course had to be satisfied 
before classes began for fall 
quarter in order for him to be 
eligible. The materials were ob- 
tained, and it became evident 
early on that the student ath- 
lete was having difficulties with 
those materials, it was sug- 
gested that he turn to help to 
one other student athlete. 
He proceeded to do that. That 
process then went on for several 
days in efforts to try and com- 
plete that correspondence 
course, at which time the final 
exam was scheduled. 
'There are a number of al- 
leged irregularities and impro- 
prieties surrounding that final 
exam, and the legitimacy of it as 
it was returned to the institu- 
tion in which the correspondence 
course came," Van Tassell said. 
"GSU dispatched two univer- 
sity officials to that institution 
to bring back any materials 
which are pertinent to our in- 
vestigation which is still ongo- 
ing. 
^ 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Things to do at GSU 
Ongoing 
• All students, faculty and staff 
are encouraged to participate in 
the Statesboro Jaycees' Empty 
Stocking Drive. The Jaycees are 
collecting non-perishable food 
and new toys this Christmas for 
several Bulloch County resi- 
dents. The drop box for the drive 
is in front of the old Piggly Wig- 
gly in the College Plaza. Collec- 
tions will be taken through Sat- 
urday Dec. 17. To make financial 
contributions, mail them to the 
Statesboro Jaycees,POBox 1323, 
Statesboro, GA 30549. 
Today 
•Habitat for Humanity will 
have its final meeting of the quar- 
ter in the Russell Union room 
284. It will begin at 6 p.m. For 
more information please call 764- 
7636. 
• Southern Pride concert in the 
Russell Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. 
•Au Revoir, Les Enfants, will 
show in the Russell Union The- 
ater. It will be in French with 
English subtitles. The movie will 
show at 7 p.m. The movie is part 
of the Cinema Arts Program and 
is presented by the Department 
of English and Philosophy in con- 
junction with the University 
Union. For ticket prices or other 
information, contact the Depart- 
ment at 681-5471. 
Wednesday, November 30 
•Theatre South will present, 
A Christmas Carol, by Dando 
Kluever, will show through Dec. 
3. Like all Theatre South pro- 
ductions, the performances will 
be held in the McCroan Audito- 
rium at 8 p.m. For more informa- 
tion please contact the Theatre 
South Office at 681-0106 or the 
GSU Ticket Office at 681-0123. 
•Strategic Planning Council 
Forum, "Finding New Ways to 
Achieve Excellence," will be in 
the Russell Union room 247 from 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
• Robert Batton will give a lec- 
ture on, "Actuarial Studies and 
the Profession" in the Russell 
Union room 241 beginning at 3 
p.m. His lecture is part of the 
CLEC Departmental Lecture 
Series for fall quarter. For more 
information contact Martha 
Abell in the Math and Computer 
Science Department at 681-0367. 
Thursday, December 1 
•The Statesboro-Georgia 
Southern Symphony will perform 
in the Foy Recital Hall at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, December 10 
•Holidays for students begin. 
Residence Halls close at 10 a.m., 
except for graduating students. 
Sunday, December 11 
• Graduation at 4 p.m. 
Monday, December 12 
•Early registration fee pay- 
ment deadline. 
• Statesboro-Georgia South- 
ern Symphony concert at the 
Russell Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. 
$3 RIDE ALL 
NIGHT 
FROM PARTY   /*  DRJ^AE 
TO PARTY, jSMJTWEJSERWOES 
BAR TO BAR, 
AROUND CAMPUS 
CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
WE CHARTER GROUP TRAVEL 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
• DAY & NIGHT SERVICES 
AROUND STATESBORO 
• HAPPY HOUR OR ALL 
NIGHTS TO SAVANNAH 
• FRATERNITY AND SORORITY 
SOCIALS 
•BEACH TRIPS 
• LARGE GROUP MULTI VAN 
RATES 
SPORTS TEAM TRANSPORTATION 
BUSINESS - STUDENTS - PARTIES 
THE UNIVERSITY STORE 
ALONG WITH BOOKS PLUS... 
INVITE YOU TO A SEASONAL 
SAMPLING OF SPORTSWEAR 
SELECTIONS. 
JOIN US IN THE RUSSELL UNION 
NOVEMBER 29th at 1:00 pm 
FOR A FASHION SHOW FEATURING 
THE FINEST CAMPUS CLASSICS. 
i&^^^^^^^^^^ 
Ife *EcCucatedPaCate 
Lunch 11-2:30 • Dinner 5-8 
Monday thru Friday 
Come try our new Caesar Salad, 
Grilled Chicken Salad, and Chef Salad 
4 Special of the week 
Meatball Sandwich 
$425 
Nov. 28-Dec. 2 
Two 14" 1-Topping Pizzas 
For $8.65 Pick-up only! 
Featuring our full line of individual and 14" pizzas, 
side salads, and beverages. 
Call 681-5303 
Delivery Monday thru Friday llam-2pm 
9fe 
o 
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ONLY IN AMERICA... 
O West Virginia 
Turkey strangled 
after alleged attack 
The Associated Press 
BELMONT, W.Va. — Au- 
thorities are unsure how to treat 
the death of a wild turkey 
strangled after it allegedly at- 
tacked a Pleasants County man. 
"If the person was attacked, 
then does he have a right to 
protect himself?" Sheriff David 
Kelly asked. 
"That's the question that 
needs to be answered. That's 
what we're trying to determine 
now," he said Wednesday. 
Brenda Williams, who raised 
the wild turkey with her hus- 
band and two children at their 
Belmont home, said the attack 
on 5-month-old Jake was un- 
warranted. They found the 
motherless chick in June and 
planned to return to the woods 
this weekend. 
"A grown man stood there 
and strangled a 10-pound tur- 
key. That's sick," Williams said. 
"I think he did it just to get his 
jollies. There were two women 
sitting in the car, and I think he 
was just trying to be macho." 
Kelly is working with the 
county prosecutor to decide 
whether charges should be 
brought against neighbor, 
Nolan Parsons, who stopped in 
front of Williams' house as he 
walked home Saturday from the 
post office. 
'The gentleman was on the 
street talking to two ladies who 
were in a vehicle, and he bent 
down to talk to the driver and 
the turkey came at him and at- 
tacked him according to state- 
ments we received," Kelly said. 
© New York 
Woman fondles men, 
then takes the cash 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK— Older men on 
Long Island should beware if an 
attractive woman in a nurse's 
uniform says she has car trouble, 
police said. She's out to steal 
their money. 
A woman about 30 years old 
has approached numerous older 
men driving late model cars and 
asked them to drive her to her 
car, Nassau County police said. 
During the ride to a nearby side 
street, she fondles the men sexu- 
ally, distracting them long 
enough to steal their wallets, 
police said. 
Incidents have been reported 
throughout Nassau County since 
early 1991, usually at traffic 
lights near shopping centers. 
Police have issued a grand- 
larceny wanted poster for a 5- 
foot 5-inch black woman with an 
oval face and stocky build. 
© Montana 
Dynamite sticks 
found in used lamp 
The Associated Press 
HELENA — That was a dy- 
namite bargain of a lamp a Hel- 
ena-area woman picked up at a 
yard sale. Literally. 
She gave it to her daughter, 
who was dusting it Tuesday when 
a package slipped out of its hol- 
low base. She was opening the 
plastic wrapping and duct tape 
until she saw the word "EXPLO- 
SIVE." 
'The package contained five 
sticks of dynamite," Lewis and 
Clark County Sheriff Chuck 
O'Reilly said Wednesday. 'There 
weren't any detonating caps 
with it — you need those to set 
it off." 
But even without the caps, 
the dynamite is considered a 
hazard because it had started 
to "sweat," which means the 
nitroglycerin in the dynamite 
had started oozing out. The dy- 
namite sticks were dated 1979. 
Detective Richard 
Hammerbacker, the county's 
explosives expert, removed the 
dynamite and took it to the 
county's bomb bunker, where it 
will be stored until it's de- 
stroyed. 
Deputies now are trying to 
trace the lamp's history. The 
woman's mother bought it at a 
yard sale Aug. 27 at a home in 
the Helena Valley. 
COACHES 
Continued from page 1 
fool around." 
Van Tassell will chair the in- 
ternal investigation. 
"I want to say up front that as 
the faculty rep to the NCAA I can 
say with great confidence that 
this institution confronted a se- 
rious allegation with fundamen- 
tal integrity and moved expedi- 
tiously to deal with that issue 
and are continuing to do so," Van 
Tassell said. "Approximately 
Tuesday of last week I received a 
telephone call from a senior ath- 
letic administrator on this cam- 
pus, who had in turn been in- 
formed by a staff member that 
student athletes had stepped for- 
ward with serious allegations 
about academic improprieties." 
Following the conversation, 
Van Tassell said he met within 
minutes with Henry, and the 
president "put into place a for- 
mal process that we've had in 
place here to confront such pos- 
sibilities. That process was fully 
adopted and reviewed by the 
normal by the normal review 
processes on this campus as part 
of our procedures." 
Accordingto Van Tassell, they 
then moved quickly to obtain as 
much information as possible 
about the specifics of this case. 
"At this time, our concern is 
for the student athletes that are 
in the program that we normal- 
ize their conditions as quickly as 
possible," Wagner said. "It's been 
a tremendous shock and strain 
to them, they have finals coming 
up, we want to make sure that 
they are properly taken care of. I 
have not had an opportunity to 
talk to Doug other than on the 
telephone, so we will discuss that 
future when he returns to cam- 
pus." 
During Coach Kerns's 20 years 
as head basketball coach, 13 at 
GSU, he never had a losing sea- 
son. He compiled an overall 
record of 381-210 which ranked 
him as the 35th winningest coach 
overall. He was 243-132 at the 
helm of GSU. Three times, he led 
his Eagle teams to the NCAA 
post-season tournament, the last 
coming in 1992 in a loss to Okla- 
homa State in the opening round 
game. 
Coach Backus was in his 15th 
season at GSU. He was named to 
the staff prior to the 1979-80 
season. He has been the top as- 
sistant since Kern's was named 
head coach in 1981. 
Mark White joined the Eagle 
staff during the 1993 summer. 
He had been coaching at Wabash 
Valley College. 
Interim Head Coach Durham 
is a 1993 graduate of GSU. Dur- 
ing the 1990-91 season, he 
worked under his father at UGA, 
and the Bulldogs played in the 
NCAA tournament. 
HAM 
Continued from page 1 
came a free agent. He only started 
and finished two games during 
that year. 
The kind of success he was 
accustomed to, like he was named 
the CFL's outstanding player in 
1989 for rushing for over 1,000 
yards, had disappeared. 
It wasn't soon before Balti- 
more came calling, and Ham 
signed with them. TheBaltimore 
head coach, Don Matthews, was 
an assistant at Edmonton dur- 
ing that 1989 season. 
Ham worked with a standard 
four-receiver offense which had 
a balance between the run and 
the pass, which allowed him to 
excel at what he does best. Al- 
though Ham didn't run the ball 
as much as the 1989 season, this 
year he didn't have to because 
the Baltimore team had Mike 
Pringle who rushed for a league 
record 1,972 yards. 
Canadian football is a little 
different than the football Ameri- 
cans are used to watching. 
The offense only has three 
downs to get a first down as op- 
posed to the traditional four in 
American football. Twelve men 
are allowed for each team com- 
pared to 11 in American. 
(ESPN and wire reports contrib- 
uted information to this story) 
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Our Opinion 
The correct choice was made 
Before a host of media personnel, President Nicholas 
Henry announced Monday, three top ranking men's 
basketball coaches resigned amid NCAA recruiting in- 
fractions. 
Upon the arrival of NCAA representatives to the 
campus two weeks ago, the group came across vital 
implications against the program. These implications 
were brought forth by two players that sincerely wanted 
to make a change, the right change. 
We, The George-Anne, want to applaud those two 
individuals. Several things about GSU need improve- 
ments. Some of which are easily seen by the naked eye, 
while others need to be unearthed. 
To make this regional university of 14,100 a more 
highly credible institution, the problems must be allevi- 
ated. With the assistance of people like the two players, 
this campus can remove the troublesome areas that cast 
a gray haze over the good qualities of our school. 
Profs must take responsibility 
Every quarter students fight a never-ending battle to 
secure courses that will eventually lead to a diploma for 
those extremely hard-working, and rather lucky colle- 
gians. 
For 10 solid weeks, students are recommended to 
attend five classes through the weekdays. Then the 
students can take a breather over the weekend. Some 
students even have the luxury of receiving a three-day 
weekend each and every week. This extra time away 
from class is a "gift" from their professors. 
Students pay an enormous amount of money to this 
school each quarter to receive an education, not a vaca- 
tion. When Friday classes are cancelled students lose 20 
percent of their learning experience. 
We, the staff of The George-Anne, believe the profes- 
sors at this university should fulfill their duties as 
instructors by attending class all five days a week, not 
just four. 
We as students deserve to gain knowledge, especially 
when we must shell out of our own pockets for that 
knowledge. 
It is the last one of the quarter 
This is the last issue of the quarter and the year. Our 
next publication date is Jan. 5, so anything that is turned 
into our office as of today through that date will not 
appear until next year. 
Good luck to one and all on the upcoming finals and 
have a safe and enjoyable holiday season. 
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY 
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and 
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern 
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, 
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works 
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and 
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any 
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to 
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to 
print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis. 
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A funeral home is not a place to drink 
The party scene is dead. 
No, not the Statesboro/GSU/ 
Bulloch County/Southeast Geor- 
gia scene. Well, sometimes it does 
border on comatose, but that is 
definitely another story. 
The missing lampshade-wear- 
ing, stumbling around in inebri- 
ated obliviousness, frolic-till-you- 
drop party atmosphere is actu- 
ally in a conservative Northwest 
Georgia town that has been listed 
in the nation's top 10 for places 
to retire —West Palm Beach 
won the "competition." 
The town does have its pluses. 
It is a town of elegant artistry in 
how the colors are sprayed to 
and fro across the leaves. It is a 
town that ranks in the top 10 in 
the nation for tennis opportuni- 
ties. It is a town that has two of 
practically every fast-food res- 
taurant on the planet. But it is 
not a town in which to party. 
It is Rome. 
Rome, a city of about 80,000, 
is encased in Floyd County, a 
county that ranks as the highest 
in the state for high school drop- 
outs, and one of the highest in 
the number of teenage preg- 
nancy. 
One reason for these causali- 
ties of life is there is nothing to 
do, point blank — no party scene. 
Please understand this is not 
just my opinion. Young and old 
IN THE EDITOR'S 
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know it is true, but for some 
reason this problem has yet to be 
corrected. 
A symbol of the non-apparent 
party miraculously came into my 
vision while in my hometown — 
a term I would use rather lightly, 
but my birth certificate states I 
was born there. 
Remember, I said Rome 
ranked high for retirees, so it 
obviously has a large number of 
funeral homes for well... you 
know. As a matter of fact, there 
are also a tremendous amount of 
doctors for all your ailments and 
three hospitals for a place to bed 
down. 
One of the aforementioned 
funeral homes closed its doors a 
matter of months ago. The deci- 
sion was then made to open a 
restaurant, an alcohol-serving 
restaurant called Churchill's. 
Does this sound a little strange 
to you or possibly is it just me? 
I believe in symbols. I believe 
that I am the symbol of The 
George-Anne. I believe the Presi- 
dent is the symbol of the United 
States. I believe Colonel Sand- 
ers, God rest his soul, was and 
still is the symbol of Kentucky 
Fried Chicken. I also believe a 
funeral home is the symbol of 
death. 
What frame of mind does 
someone have to be in to make a 
building purchase like this? Does 
this person also sell ice cream 
cones to small children out of a 
hearse? 
Please understand this would 
not be the first time an unusual 
location was used for other rea- 
sons. About three years ago, a 
vacated Seventh Day Adventist 
Church was transformed into a 
nudy bar. Sounds like this per- 
son had a lot of morals, huh? 
I suppose having a funeral 
home as a place of alcohol con- 
sumption could work to the ad- 
vantage of the law enforcement. 
I can hear the bartender say, "If 
you continue to suck this tap dry 
and decide to drive, then you 
could end up in one of those cas- 
kets that was once here." 
Drinking is presumably an 
additional boost to the party at- 
mosphere, an enlightenment, an 
inspirational lift and a jubilant 
experience. I believe Romans, at 
least the younger crowd, have 
ulterior motives — they're just 
bored, plain and simple. Con- 
suming a good drink, or a bad 
drink for that matter, is fine for 
those who wish to partake, but a 
funeral home is not the place. 
Death and party should not 
run hand-in-hand. But seriously, 
how couldn't they in a structure 
that housed corpses for a time 
and is now a haven for blood 
alcohol content instead? 
I still remember as a child 
going with my parents to the 
funeral home to pay respects to 
the deceased. I, on behalf of those 
who laid in peace and their fami- 
lies, am truly appalled and en- 
raged by what has come to pass 
of this building. 
The nightlife at Georgia 
Southern may be dry and within 
about three weeks it may even 
become stale, but it will never be 
dead. 
Dead is a word that Rome has 
definitely given new meaning to. 
Christmas is the season for remembering 
It's almost that time of year 
again, my favorite time of year, 
Christmas. I start getting ready 
for Christmas right after Thanks- 
giving. The day after, in fact. 
Everyone knows that the day 
after Thanksgiving is the big- 
gest, biggest shopping day of the 
year. It is also one of my favor- 
ites. I love Christmas. There are 
so many things to love about it. 
I love to see all the decora- 
tions, especially the ones on 
people's houses. Lights are all 
over the houses, nativity scenes 
and Santa scenes are in front 
yards. Christmas trees are ev- 
erywhere — in store windows, 
people's houses, even in the 
woods. The stores get so in to the 
decorations with fancy Christ- 
mas trees glittering with Christ- 
mas balls hanging on them, and 
angels on the top of trees. I love 
to see the nativity scenes in yards 
of homes and churches, this al- 
ways brings a warm feeling to 
my heart. 
Christmas songs are one of 
the best parts of Christmas. My 
favorite Christmas song is from 
Reba McEntire's Christmas CD. 
It's really a story, not a song. An 
old man named Conrad is pre- 
paring his cottage for a guest — 
the Lord. He gets everything 
ready for the Lord because he is 
THE LIGHTER SIDE 
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so happy that he will get to see 
the Lord this Christmas. He 
hears a knock on his door and he 
runs to open the door. But it is 
only an old beggar with no shoes. 
So Conrad gives the man some 
shoes and he goes on his way. 
Conrad hears another knock and 
throws open the door, but it is 
only an old woman who wants 
something to eat. So he gives her 
something to eat and she goes on 
her way. Conrad then hears a 
child calling out who is lost. He 
opens the door and tells the child 
where he is and helps him find 
his way home. Well, the day has 
almost ended and Conrad real- 
izes that the Lord is not coming. 
So he goes in to his room to pray 
and he asks the Lord why he did 
not come. But he did come, he 
told Conrad. He was the beggar, 
the woman and the lost child. 
The Lord knocked and Conrad 
let him in and each time he found 
the warmth of a friend. The Lord 
said to him that of all the gifts at 
Christmas time, love is the best 
and he was honored to be 
Conrad's guest. 
Christmas is about love. It is a 
time to be with loved ones, to 
share with them. It is also a time 
of joy, sharing and happiness. It 
seems like Christmas is the only 
time where people can actually 
be nice to each other. It's sad 
when you think about it because 
we should always be nice to each 
other and love each other. We 
should not have to have a few 
weeks or days out of the year for 
this. 
But these things are not the 
real meaning of Christmas. 
Christmas is about the birth of a 
tiny baby thousands of years ago. 
We celebrate that baby's, Jesus, 
birthday every year. This is the 
real meaning of Christmas. Sure 
everything else is nice, but this 
is the real reason we celebrate 
Christmas. This is what Christ- 
mas means to me-I know it means 
something different to every- 
body. 
I often think back to that first 
Christmas and what it would 
have been like to be there when 
that wonderful birth happened. 
What it would have been like to 
see the King. Since that day, 
every Dec. 25, we celebrate this 
time, this miracle. Just as the 
Three Wise Men brought baby 
Jesus gifts, we give gifts to those 
we love. Love is one of the great- 
est gifts of Christmas. God sent 
us his son Jesus because he loved 
us, and though we did not know 
it, that birth was in a sense our 
Christmas present from God. 
Love is a part of Christmas just 
as gifts and everything else are. 
This is the best thing of Christ- 
mas, not the material things, 
although these things are nice 
and still good to have. But the 
real reason of Christmas is Jesus 
and the love that he has for us. It 
is because of that birth that we 
celebrate Christmas. When you 
open your presents Christmas 
morning, think about that tiny 
baby born many those years ago 
and remember the love that he 
has for you, and try to pass that 
love on to someone else. 
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PHONE: 912-681-5181 
To: Georgia Southern Students: 
Below is a listing of textbooks that were used Fall Quarter and will be bought at BUYBACK (November 28 through December 9). This listing is 
intended to give you, the student, an idea of what you can expect at BUYBACK. Please note the following conditions: 
1. Categories are subject to change without notice. 
2. Prices paid are subject to quantities needed. 
3. Books in poor condition may be rejected at our discretion. 
4. Books that have fill-in or tear-out pages generally will not be bought. 
5. Some books that are listed as Wholesale will be switched to Half price as they are adopted by the faculty. The information on this list 
is limited to information we have received from the faculty at press time. 
Pricing explanation: 
HALF —this means the book will be bought at one half (1/2, 50%) of the new retail price (see condition 2 above). This generally means that 
the book is being used Winter Quarter. 
— this means the book will be bought by a wholesaler. The prices will vary from 0% to 33% (25% average) of the new retail price. This 
generally indicates that the book is NOT being used Winter Quarter. 
— this means the book has fill-in or tear-out pages and may be bought by a wholesaler. These books usually have very little to no value. 
— this means the book is an old edition. These books usually have no value. 
Conditions may change, so please check with us before discarding any of your books. 
NOTE: WE ARE UNABLE TO GrVE PRICES OVER THE PHONE. 
W 
** 
Buyback Course Author . Title Publisher .ISBN 
§ 
W MAS 350  CONNIFF AFRICANS IN THE AMERICAS ST MARTIN   0-312-04254-X 
W AAAS/CAF 399  DIAWARA AFRICAN CINEMA INDIANA U 0-253-20707-X 
ACC251   HORNGREN   ACCOUNTING WORKING PAPERS CHAP.1-13  PH 0-13-006776-8 
HALF     ACC251   HORNGREN   STUDYGUIDEACCOUNTINGCHAP.1-13  PH 0-13-006750-4 
ACC251   HOLT  CASE MUSIC STORE  IVY  0-934427-15-1 
HALF     ACC251.252   HORNGREN   ACCOUNTING  PH 0-13-061334-7 
* ACC252  HORNGREN   ACCOUNTING WORKING PAPERS CHAP. 14-28  PH 0-13-006784-9 
HALF     ACC252  HORNGREN   STUDY GUIDEACCOUNTING CHAP.14-28 PH 0-13-006768-7 
HALF     ACC260  MARSHALL SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING   IRWIN  0-256-11301-7 
HALF     ACC260  MARSHALL SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING STUDY GUIDE IRWIN  0-256-11301-7 
HALF     ACC353 SMITH  INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING SW  0-538-81337-7 
* ACC353  GLEIM  FINANCIALACCOUNTING  ACCOUNTING PUB .... 0-91753745-9 
W ACC353  MANSUETTI   WILD GOOSE MARINAJNC IRWIN  0-256-11365-3 
HALF     ACC353  SMITH  STUDY GUIDE INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING SW  0-538-81338-5 
HALF     ACC355  HORNGREN   COST ACCOUNTING PH 0-13-181066-9 
HALF     ACC355  HORNGREN   STUDY GUIDE COST ACCOUNTING PH 0-13-184730-9 
HALF     ACC451   HARIED ADVANCED ACCOUNTING WILEY  0-471-58888-1 
HALF     ACC453 WILKINSON ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS WILEY 0-471-57573-9 
HALF     ACC453  HAYEN COMPREHENSIONS 123REL.4F/WINDOWSW/DISK ... COURSETECH 1-56527-144-0 
HALF     ACC455  RITTENBERG  AUDITING HBC   0-03-029919-5 
* ACC455  ARENS INTEGRATED AUDIT PRACTICE CASE ARMONDDALTON   .... 0-912-50X9-2 
W ACC455  BARR SHORT AUDIT CASE-VALLEY PUB.CO IRWIN  0-256-07725-8 
W ACC 455  GLEIM  CPA REVIEW-AUDITING COMPLETE STUDY GLEIM  
HALF     ACC 552  HOFFMAN WEST' FEDERAL TAXATION:INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX  ... WEST 0-31402992-3 
HALF     ACC552 INTERNAL REVENUE CODE CCH  5199 
W ACC 553  HOFFMAN WEST'S FEDERAL TAXATION CORPORATIONS.PARTNER.   WEST 0-314-032274 
W ACC558  HENDRIKSEN ACCOUNTING THEORY  IRWIN 0-256-08146-8 
HALF     AD168   READERS DIGEST COMPLETE GUIDE TO SEWING   RANDOM 0-89577-026-1 
W AD250  KAISER  SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF CLOTHING MACM 0-02-361882-5 
W ADM452  GLOCK APPAREL MANUFACTURING MAC 0-02-344131-3 
W AED 757  ELIAS PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF ADULT EDUCATION . KRIEGER 0-88275-971 -X 
HALF     ANT150   PODOLEFSKY APPLYING ANTHROPLOGY  MAYFIELD   1-559-34317-6 
HALF     ANT 150   GROSS   DISCOVERING ANTHROPOLOGY MAYFIELD  0-87484-909-8 
HALF     ANT 150   HAVlLAND SG TO ACCOMPANY ANTHROPOLOGY  HARCOURT BRACE ... 0-15-500669-X 
HALF ■ ANT 150   HAVlLAND ANTHROPOLOGY HARCOURT BRACE ... 0-15-500668-1 
HALF     ANT150  WEINER TROBRIANDERS OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA  HBC   0-03-011919-7 
HALF     ANT 150   CHAGNON YANOMAMO HBC  0-03-032819-5 
HALF     ANT 150  OMOHUNDRO MYSTERY FOSSIL I MAYFIELD   1-55934-264-1 
ANT 150   PRICE  ADVENTURES IN FUGAWILAND  MAYFIELD  0-87484-948-9 
W ANT 150  GROSS   DISCOVERING ANTGHROPOLOGY STUDY GUIDE MAYFIELD   
W ANT 351   PRICE  IMAGES OF THE PAST MAYFIELD   0-87484-814-8 
W ANT353  LEE DOBEJU/HOANSI HBC  0-03-032284-7 
W ANT 353  SPRADLEY  COCKTAIL WAITRESS MCGRAW 0-07-554764-3 
W ANT 353  ROSMAN TAPESTRY OF CULTURE MCGRAW 0-07-053955-3 
W ANT 399  FERNEA GUESTS OF THE SHEIK DD 0-385-01485-6 
W ANT399  BECK NOMAD:YEAR IN LIFE OF QASHOAI TRIBESMAN U CALIF. 0-520-27495-5 
HALF     ANT 399  BATES PEOPLES AND CULTURES OF MIDDLE EAST  PH 0-13-656793-2 
W ANT399 ANDERSON IMAGINED COMMUNITIES RCH  0-86091-546-8 
W ANT 453/653 JENNINGS ,. PREHISTORY OF NORTH AMERICA MAYFIELD  0-87484-865-2 
W ANT 461   PAREDES   INDIANS OF THESE US IN THE 20TH CENTURY   UNIV OF ALA PRESS  ..0-8173-0534-3 
W ANT 461   HUDSON SOUTHEASTERN INDIANS UNIV OF TENN PRESS . 0-8704924-8-9 
W ART 152 JONES FRACTALS FOR THE MACINTOSH  WAITE BOOKS  1-87873946-8 
W ART 152 ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR-CLASSROOM IN A WORKBOOK ... MAC  1-5683-0056-5 
ART 160  GILBERT  UVINGWITHART  MCGRAW 0-07-023454-X 
HALF     ART 160  SAYRE WORLD OF ART PH 0-13-953845-3 
W ART 160  WILKINS   ART PAST.ART PRESENT PH 0-13-O62O84-X 
W ART 160  PREBLE ARTFORMS  HC 0-06-500834-0 
W ART 255  SPEIGHT HANDS IN CLAY MAYFIELD  0-87484-848-2 
W ART 258   LONDON  PHOTOGRAPHY  HC 0-673-52223-7 
W ART280  DELACROIX   GARDNERS ART THRU AGES VOL. 1  HBC   0-15-503770-6 
W ART 354/495  SAFF  PRINTMAKING HBC   0-03-085663-9 
W ART 354/495  LYONS ARTISTS'BOOKS VISUAL STUDIES  0-89822-041-6 
W ART355/489  RHODES CLAY & GLAZES FOR THE POTTER  CHILTON  0-8019-5633-1 
W ART 355/489  PETERSON CRAFT AND ART OF CLAY PH 0-13-188475-1 
HALF     ART370  HERBERHOLZ ARTWORKS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHER WCB 0-697-125254 
HALF     ART 493  MCCREIGHT COMPLETE METALSMITH   DAVIS 0-8719224-0-1 
W AS355   LUEDTKE MAKINGAMERICA UNC 0-80784370-9 
BA450  THOMPSON   STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IRWiN 0-256-12707-7 
W BA450   JENSEN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT LABORATORY IRWIN 0-256-10183-3 
W BA740   SCHILIT FINANCIAL SHENANIGANS  MCGH 0-07-056131-1 
W BA 740   COLLETT ACCOSTING THE GOLDEN SPIRE THOMAS HORTON .... 0-91387843-X 
HALF     BA740   INGRAM FINANCIALACCOUNTING  SW 0-538-82702-5 
HALF     BA743  CASE PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS PH 0-13-095886-7 
W BA745   BATEMAN  MANAGEMENTFUNCTIONS AND STRATEGY IRWIN 0-256-10020-9 
HALF     BA746   KOTLER PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING  PH 0-13-030560-X 
HALF     BA 747/940  HANKE UNDERSTANDING BUSINESS STATISTICS  IRWIN 0-256-06627-2 
HALF     BA747/940  TURBAN   FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE  IRWIN 0-256-08373-8 
W        'BA897   COSTIN READINGS IN TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT HBC  0-03-097301-5 
W BA897   JURAN JURAN ON QUALITY BY DESIGN FREEPRESS  0-02-916683-7 
HALF     BA941    BURCH COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING WEST 0-314-027734 
HALF     BA941    BURCH STUDY GUIDE COSTS, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING .... WEST  
HALF     BA942   KEATING MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS HBC  0-15-554709-7 
W BA942  RUHEN MANAGING BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS  MACM 0-02-9275954 
W BA943   PETERS UBERATION MANAGEMENT  KNOPF 0-394-55999-1 
W BA944  VANHORNE  FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND POLICY    PH 0-13-322074-5 
W BA945   KREITNER ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IRWIN 0-256-08500-5 
W BA946   EVANS APPLIED PROD 8.OPER MGTW/OPERATIONS MGR DISK   WEST  
W BA949   KEYS MULTINATIONAL MANGEMENT GAME  MICRO BUS PUB  
W BA949   PEARCE  STRATEGIC MANGEMENT IRWIN  0-256-11362-9 
W BASIC ACCOUNTING  . SLATER COLLEGE ACCOUNTING CHAPT.1-15 PH 0-13-143363-6 
HALF     BCC230  SPIEGEL APPLIED STATICS & STRENGTH OF MATERIALS MERRILL  0-02414961-6 
W BCC 251  WOLF ELEMENTARY SURVEYING  HC 0-06-500399-3 
W BCC341   PARKER SIMPLIFIED SITE ENGINEERING WILEY 0-471-52809-9 
W BCC342  DAGOSTINO ESTIMATING IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PH 0-13-287806-2 
HALF BCC350  OLIN CONSTRUCTION VNR  0-442-00431-1 
W BCC 350  RAMSEY  ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS WILEY 0-471-01284-X 
W BCC 431   SBCC STANDARD BUILDING CODE SBCCI  
W BCC 431  STANDARD BUILDING CODE , SBCCI  
W BCC432  BENT APPLIED COST & SCHEDULE CONTROL MDEKKER 0-8247-1654-X 
W BCC 432  AHUJA PROJECT MANAGEMENT WILEY 0-471-59168-8 
W BCC444  CALLAHAN   CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SCHEDULING MCGRAW 0-07-009701-1 
W BCC452  CLOUGH  CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING WILEY 0471-30968-0 
W BE853   DUBRIN CONTEMPORARY APPLIED MANAGEMENT   IRWIN  0-256-10528-6 
HALF BI0151/152  STARR BIOLOGY  WADS 0-534-16591-5 
BI0151/152  KRISSINGER BIOLOGY LAB EXPERIENCES BURGESS   
W BIO 161  CAMPBELL BIOLOGY  AW 0-8053-1880-1 
* BI0161  MORGAN(CAMPBELL) .... INVESTIGATING BIOLOGY LAB AW  0-8053-1830-5 
W BI0165  MILLER  UVING IN THE ENVIRONMENT WADS 0-534-19950-X 
W BJ0271  TORTORA PRINCIPLES OF ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY   HC 0-06-046702-9 
W BI0272  DONNELLY  LAB MANUAL F/ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY W/CAT DIS. ... HC 0-06-500903-7 
W BIO 272  TORTORA STUDY GUIDE PRINCIPLES ANATOMY 8, PHYSIOLOGY ... HC 0-06-501197-X 
W BIO 281  HARRIS CONCEPTS IN ZOOLOGY HC 0-06-0426594 
W BI0281  HICKMAN LAB STUDIES IN INTEGRATED PRINC OF ZOOLOGY WCB 0-697-23522-X 
W BI0281  WALKER  DISSECTIONS OF THE RAT (6 PART PKG.)    FREEMAN   
W BI0281/282  RUST GUIDE TO BIOLOGY LAB  SOUTHWEST ED ENT    
W BI0282  DEAN BIOLOGY OF PLANT LAB EXPERIENCES WCBROWN   0-697-OO644-1 
W BIO 282  STERN INTRODUCTORY PLANT BIOLOGY WCB  0-697-13714-7 
W BI0282  BORROR DICTIONARY OF WORDROOTS & COMBINING FORMS ... MAYFIELD   0-87484-053-8 
W BI0282  VANDEGRAFF PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS FOR BOTANY LAB MORTON 0-89582-248-2 
W BI0284  ALCAMO  FUNDAMENTALS OF MICROBIOLOGY AW 0-8053-0325-1 
HALF BIO284  BENSON  MICROBIOLOGICALAPPUCATIONS-SHORTVERSION   ... WCB 0-697-13764-3 
W BI0355  PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS EAST OF ROCKIES HM  0-395-26619-X 
W BI0355  MITCHELL GOLDENGD.TO BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS WESTERN 0-307-24052-5 
W BI0355  BROCKMAN GOLDEN GD.TO TREES OF N.AMERICA WESTERN 0-307-13658-2 
W BIO 355 AUDUBON GUIDE TO N.AMERICAN MAMALS   KNOPF  0-394-50762-2 
W BI0355 AUDUBON GD.TO N.AMERICAN REPTILES &AMPHIB.   ... KNOPF 0-394-50824-6 
W BIO 355   GOLDEN GUIDE TO INSECTS  GOLDEN 0-307-24055-X 
W BIO 370  BECKER   WORLD OF THE CELL AW  0-8053-0870-9 
W BIO 382  BURT FIELD GUIDE TO THE MAMMALS  HM   0-395-24084-0 
W BI0382  NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC . FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA   NAT. GEOGRAPHIC  
W BIO 382  ROBINS ATLANTIC COAST FISHES HM  0-395-39198-9 
W BI0382  CONANT  REPTILESANDAMPHIBIANS HM   0-395-58389-6 
W BIO 382  PAGE FRESHWATER FISHES HM   0-395-53933-1 
W BI0383  BOLD MORPHOLOGY OF PLANTS & FUNGI HC 0-06-040839-1 
W BI0383  PRESCOTT HOWTO KNOW THE FRESHWATER ALGAE  W.C.BROWN  0-697-04754-7 
HALF BI0431  MOORE SCIENCEASAWAYOFKNOWING HARVARD UNIV PRESS   0-674-79481-8 
W BIO470/670  HUGUENARD  ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF THE NEURON OXFORD   0-19-509167-1 
W BIO 470/670  SHEPHERD NEUROBIOLOGY OXFORD   0-19-508843-3 
W BIO 472/672  GRIFFITHS  STUDY GUIDE INTRO GENETIC ANALYSIS  FREEMAN  0-7167-2475-8 
W BIO 472/672  GRIFFITHS  INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ANALYSIS FREEMAN  0-7167-2285-2 
HALF BI0473  BREWER SCIENCE OF ECOLOGY SAUNDERS 0-03-096575-6 
W BIO 473/673  BEGON  ECOLOGY BLACKWELL SCIENTIF . 0-86542-111-0 
W BIO480/680  MARIEB HUMANANATOMY BENJ.CUMMINGS  0-80534060-2 
W BIO480/680  GILBERT PICTORIALANATOMY OF DOGFISH UWASHINGTON 0-295-95148-6 
W BIO480/680  ALLEN  BASICANATOMY FREEMAN  0-7167-1755-7 
HALF BI0481/681  WITHERS COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHSIOLOGY  HBC  0-03-012847-1 
W BIO 484/684  BROCK BIOLOGY OF MICROORGANISMS PH 0-13-042169-3 
W BIO 484/684  DEKRUIF MICROBE HUNTERS HBJ  0-15-659413-7 
W BI0831  PECHENIK SHORT GUIDE TO WRITING ABOUT BIOLOGY   HC 0-673-52128-1 
W CA250   DOMINICK DYNAMICS OF MASS COMMUNICATION   MCGH 0-07-0178054 
W CA250   VIVIAN MEDIA OF MASS COMMUNICATION PH 0-205-14152-8 
W CA250   HUNT MASSCOMMUNCATION HC 0-06-500052-8 
W CA252   VERDERBER COMMUNICATE WADS  0-534-17928-2 
W CA252   GAMBLE  COMMUNICATION WORKS MCGH 0-07-0227934 
CA254   VANRIPER  AN INTRO TO GENERALAMERICAN PHONETICS WAVELAND  0-88133-671-8 
W CAB340  LYLE COMMUNICATION.MEDIA8,CHANGE MAYFIELD   1-87484-935-7' 
W CAB340  PAVIK DEMYSTIFYING MEDIA TECHNOLOGY  MAYFIELD   1-559-34145-9 
HALF CAB422  MILLERSON   UGHTING FOR VIDEO  FOCALPRESS   0-240-51303-7 
W CAB444  ZETTL  TELEVISION PRODUCTION HANDBOOK WADS  0-534-14826-3 
W CAB444  ZETTL  TELEVISION PRODUCTION WORKBOOK WADS  0-534-14827-1 
W CAB446  SHOOK  BROADCAST NEWS PROCESS MORTON  0-89582-235-0 
W CAB/CAJ345  HOLSINGER  MEDIALAW  MCGRAW 0-07-029673-1 
W CAB/CAJ447  MEESKE  COPYWRITING FOR THE ELECTRONIC MEDIA WADS 0-534-15624-X 
W CAB/CAJ447  MATRAZZO CORPORATESCRIPTWRITINGBOOK  COMMUNICOM 0-932617-07-7 
W CAF256  BOGGS  ART OF WATCHING FILMS MAYFIELD   0-87484-982-9 
HALF CAJ252   RIVERS WRITING FOR THE MEDIA   MAYFIELD  0-87484-829-6 
HALF CAJ252   ASOCPRESS  STYLE BOOK 8, LIBEL MANUAL AP  
W CAJ343   MISSOURI GROUP NEWS REPORTING & WRITING STMARTIN  0-312-04768-1 
W CAJ343   MISSOURI GROUP NEWS REPORTING & WRITING WORKBOOK  SMP 0-312-06061-0 
W CAJ348   CLICK MAGAZINE EDITING AND PRODUCTION  WCB 0-697-05188-9 
HALF CAP340  WILCOX PUBLIC RELATIONS  HC 0-06-500100-1 
CAP340  BOURLAND MASTERING PUBLIC RELATIONS KH 0-8403-6922-0 
W CAP342  NEWSOM PUBLIC RELATIONS WRITING WADS 0-534-14388-1 
W CAP 342  CARRELL PUBLIC RELATIONS WRITING EXERCISE BOOK WADS 0-534-14389-X 
W CAP399  BARTON   CRISIS IN ORGANIZATIONS SW 0-538-81818-2 
HALF CAP399  TOFFLER POWERSOFT  BANTAM  0-553-29215-3 
HALF CAP440  CENTER   PUBLIC RELATIONS PRACTICES  PH 0-13-738477-7 
W CAP440  KENDALL PUBLIC RELATION CAMPAIGN STRATEGIES  HARPERCOLLINS  ,... 0-06-043645-X 
HALF CAP445  CULBERTSON SOCIAL.POLITICAL 8, ECONOMIC CONTEXTS IN PR ERLBAUM   0-8058-1288-1 
HALF CAP445  STACKS ESSENTIALS OF COMMUNICATION RESEARCH HC 0-06-046424-0 
HALF CAS 251   GRONBECK PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION - BRIEF HC 0-67346508-X 
W CAS 251   BRYDON  BETWEEN ONE AND MANY MAYFiaD  1-55934-105-X 
CAS 251   GEYERMAN COMMUNICATING IN PUBLIC K/H  0-8403-8172-7 
HALF CAS 251   OSBORNE PUBLIC SPEAKING HM  0-395-67578-2 
W CAS 251   LUCAS ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING MCGRAW 0-07-038978-0 
W CAS 341   STERN PERFORMANCE  AW 0-8013-0787-2 
HALF CAS342  GIBALDI MLA HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS OF RESEARCH PAPERS   MLA  0-87352-379-2 
W CAS342  CRAGAN COMMUNICATION IN SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS  WEST 0-314-72205-X 
W CAS342   JENSEN SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION  WADS  0-534-13140-9 
W CAS343  RIEKE ARGUMENTATION & DECISION MAKING PROCESS HC 0-67346490-3 
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CAS 443  PALMER SEMANTICS CAMBRIDGE  0-521-28376-0 
CAS 443  HURFORD SEMANTICS CAMBRIDGE UNIV  .... 0-521-28949-1 
CAS444  INFANTE  BUILDING COMMUNICATION THEORY WAVELAND   0-88133-709-9 
CAS447  STEWART PERSUASION AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS WAVELAND  0-881-33777-3 
CAT 121    CORSON STAGE MAKEUP  PH 0-13-840539-5 
CAT 251    GILLETTE  STAGE SCENERY HC 0-06-042332-3 
CAT 257  COHEN   THEATRE MAYFIELD   1-559-341424 
CAT257   COHEN   TWELVE PLAYS FOR THEATRE MAYFIELD   1-559-34144-0 
CAT257   ALLISON  MASTERPIECESOFTHEDRAMA  MACMILLAN  0-02-301975-1 
CAT 257   BROCKETT ESSENTIAL THEATRE HBC  0-03-055353-9 
CAT441    GILLETTE  DESIGNING WITH LIGHT  MAYFIELD  0-87484-853-9 
CED 591   BLIMING   RESIDENT ASSISTANT WH 0-8403-88284 
CED852  COREY MANUAL T/A THEORY &PRACT OF COUNSS PSYCH.  ... WADS 0-534-13316-9 
CED852 COREY THEORY & PRACT. OF COUNSELING & PSYCHOTHERAPY WADS 0-534-13314-2 
CED853 ZUNKEfi   CAREER COUNSELING   BROOKS/COLE 0-534-21205-0 
CED 853  SUKIENNEK   CAREER FITNESS PROGRAM GORSUCH 0-89787-816-7 
CED855 COREY CASE APPROACH TO COUNSELING & PSYCHOTHER  ... WADS 0-534-13782-2 
CED894  MYRICK DEVELOPMENTAL GUIDANCE 8, COUNSaiNG  EDMEDIA   0-932796-53-2 
CED 894  FAIVER COUNSELOR INTERN'S HANDBOOK  WADS  0-534-24870-5 
CED/EDP865  COHEN   PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING & ASSESSMENT MAYFIELD   0-87484-983-7 
CET345  DAMS INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING   ... MCGRAW  0-07-0159114 
CET 352  MOFFITT SURVEYING HC 0-06-500059-5 
CET 361    LIU SOILS AND FOUNDATIONS  PH 0-13-816182-8 
CET 361   LIU SOIL PROPERTIES  PH 0-13-815051-6 
CET 363  HIBBELER STRUCTURALANALYSIS  MACM 0-02-354031-1 
CET 458   MCSHANE TRAFFIC ENGINEERING PH 0-13-926148-6 
CHE 160  AMERICAN CHEMICAL .... CHEMISTRY IN CONTEXT  WCBROWN  0-697-21948-8 
CHE171  SEAGER  INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY FOR TODAY WEST 0-314-02522-7 
CHE171   SEAGER   STUDY GUIDE TA/INTRO CHEMISTRY FOR TODAY WEST 0-314-04274-1 
CHE 172  MCMURRY FUNDAMENTALS OF GENERAL,ORGANICAND BIO CHEM   PH 0-13-351867-1 
CHE172  MCMURRY STUDY GUIDE T/AGEN.ORGAND BIO CHEM PH 0-13-3518914 
CHE 181,182,183  EBBING STUDY GUIDE FOR GENERAL CHEMISTRY   HM  0-395-63697-3 
CHE 181,182,183  EBBING GENERAL CHEMISTRY HM  0-395-61353-1 
CHE261   HARRIS QUANTITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS  FREEMAN   0-7167-2170-8 
CHE 371   WADE SOLUTIONS MANUAL FOR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY PH 0-13-643362-6 
CHE 371  WADE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY PH 0-13-642588-7 
CHE 371   ZUBRICK ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB SURVIVAL MANUAL WILEY 0471-57504-6 
CHE 377,378    UNSTROMBERG   ORGANIC CHEMISTRY A BRIEF COURSE HEATH  0-669-12660-8 
CHE377,378   UNSTROMBERG   STUDY GUIDE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY HEATH  0-669-12661-6 
CHE 377,378    SOLOMONS   FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY WILEY 0471-58987-X 
CHE 377,378    SOLOMONS   STUDY GUIDE FUND.ORGANIC CHEMISTRY  WILEY 0-471-59546-2 
CHE 377/378   UNSTROMBERG   ORGANIC EXPERIMENTS HEATH  0-669-126624 
CHE 581/781    MORTIMER  PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY  BC 0-805345604 
CHE 581/781    SIME PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY  HBC  0-03-009499-2 
CHE 586/786   MORAN  BIOCHEMISTRY PH 0-13-814443-5 
CHE 586/786   ROBYT BIOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES WAVELAND  0-88133-556-8 
CINEMAARTS  DICKENS GREAT EXPECTATIONS SIGNET   0-451-52524-8 
CIS251  LARSEN FIRSTLOOKATWORDPERFECT5.1    MCGARW  0-07-036587-3 
CIS 251  SMITH  FIRST LOOK AT LOTUS REL F/WINDOWS MCGRAW  0-07-059219-5 
CIS251  PARKER UNDERSTANDING COMPUTER 8, INFORMATION PROC  .. DRYDEN 0-03-0979064 
CIS381  PICKETT  PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS  . SW   0-87835-503-0 
CIS382  BOILLOT  UNDERSTANDING STRUCTURED COBOL WEST 0-314-931554 
CIS 384 .;  KENDALL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 8. DESIGN PH  0-13855867-1 
CIS 384  CROCKETT  EXCELERATING:SYSTEMS ANALYSIS & DESIGN  BOYD & ERASER   0-878358838 
CIS 470  MALLACH   UNDERSTANDING DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS IRWIN  0-256-11896-5 
CIS 484  FITZGERALD BUSINESS DATA COMMUNICATIONS WILEY 0-471-54845-6 
CONT.ED  BITTEL WHAT EVERY SUPERVISOR SHOULD KNOW  MCGRAW  0-07-005589-0 
CSC230  SCHNEIDER  QBASICW/INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL BASIC  MACMILLAN  0-024077348 
CSC232  NYHOFF   I FORTRAN 77 FOR ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS  MACMILLAN 0-02-388655-2 
CSC283  SAVITCH  PASCALAN INTRO TO THE ART&SCIENCE OF PROG BENJAMIN  0-8053-7450-7 
CSC285 HORN COMPREHENSIVE STRUCTURED COBOL SOUTHWESTERN  .... 0-87835857-9 
CSC385 CLEMENTS 68000 FAMILY ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE  PWS 0-534-932754 
CSC 399  SACHS HANDS-ON INTERNET  PRENTICE HALL 0-13-056392-7 
CSC399  SHUMAN  SHUMAN'S WINDOWS WORKSHOP WADS 0-534-31848-7 
CSC450/650   SEDGEWICK ALGORITHMS   ADDISONWESLEY .... 0-201-066734 
CSC482/682  TANENBAUM MODERN OPERATING SYSTEMS  PRENTICE HALL 0-13-588187-0 
CSC487/687   KORTH DATABASE SYSTEM CONCEPTS MCGRAWHILL  0-07-044754-3 
CSC487/687   PRATT MICROCOMPUTER DATABASE MANAGEMENT  BOYD8.FRASER  0-877-09558-2 
CSC560  HEARN COMPUTER GRAPHICS PRENTICE HALL 0-13-1615308 
CSC890  QUINN  PARALLEL COMPUTING MCGRAW  0-07-051294-9 
CUR 851  ENGLISH DECIDING WHAT TO TEACH 8, TEST CORWIN 0-803980198 
CUR 851  MCNEIL CURRICULUM  HC 0-673-520218 
CUR 852  DOLL  POST-MODERN PERSPECTIVE ON CURRICULUM TEACHERS COLL PR .. 0-8077-32178 
CUR852  STANLEY CURRICULUM FOR UTOPIA SUNYPRESS   0-791489724 
CUR852  EISNER  EDUCATIONAL IMAGINATION   MACM 0-02-3321318 
EC437   SEBRANEK WRITE SOURCE 2000 WRITESOURCE 0-939045-798 
EC453   TURNER   ESSENTIALS OF CLASSROOM TEACHING ELEM.S.S A&B 0-205-141908 
EC454   ELIASON  PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM  MACM 0-02-332223-3 
EC 454  NONGRADED PRIMARY AASA   
EC 455   TOMPKINS LANGUAGE ARTS  MACM 0-02420852-3 
EC457   KENNEDY  GUIDING CHILDREN'S LEARNING OF MATH WADS 0-534-214098 
EC460   KOSTELNIK DEV APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS IN EARLY CHILD ED .... MACM  0-675-213274 
EC461    ORLICH  TEACHING STRATEGIES  HEATH   0-669-34960-7 
EC462   CURWIN DISCIPLINE WITH DIGNITY  ASCD  0-87120-154-2 
EC462   CUMMINGS MANAGING TO TEACH TEACHINGJNC 0-96145748-6 
EC 462   GRADY PORTFOLIO APPROACH TO ASSESSMENT FASTBACK 341 PHI DELTA KAPPA 0-87367-341-7 
EC462   MONKS  LEGAL BASICS FOR TEACHERS FASTBACK235 PHI DELTA KAPPA 0-87367-2358 
EC462   SPARZO PREPARING BETTER TEACHER MADE TEST FASTBK 311    PHI DELTA KAPPA  0-87367-311-5 
EC 462   ANTES PREPARING STUDENTS F/TAKING TEST FASTBK 291  .... PHI DELTA KAPPA 0-87367-291 -7 
EC463   GEGA SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION   MACM 0-02-3413028 
EC466  CULLINAN UTERATURE AND THE CHILD HBC  0-15-500985-0 
EC 753   FARRIS  ELEMENTARY SCOIAL STUDIES BROWN  0-697-161988 
EC755   HELLER READING-WRITING CONNECTIONS LONGMAN  0-801381394 
EC 763   GEGA CONCEPTS 8, EXPERIENCES IN ELEM SCHOOL SCIENCE  MAC 0-02-341331-X 
EC 763   KOBER ED TALK COUNCIL ED.RESEAR  
EC 763  BENCHMARKS FOR SCIENCE LITERACY  AAAS   
EC 897   ROUTMAN INVITATIONS  HEINEMANN   0-435885788 
ECO250 CASE STUDY GUIDE PRINCIPLES MICROECONOMICS PH  0-13-727074-7 
ECO250  CASE STUDY GUIDE PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS   .... PH 0-13-724535-1 
ECO 250/251    CASE PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS PH 0-13895886-7 
ECO260 SPENCER  CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICS  WORTH   0-879816148 
ECO 353  MILLER   MODERN MONEY S BANKING ....MCGRAW  0-078423358 
EC0356  ROOT INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT SW 0-538822864 
EC0451  BUCK DEVELOPMENT IN THEORY AND PRACTICE WESTVIEW  0-8133-1125-X 
EDB251  QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE WORDPERFECT 5.1  DICTATION DISCK CO   . 0-936862-874 
EDB 251   DUNCAN  COLLEGE KEYBOARD -COMPLETE COURSE SOUTHWESTERN 0-538-70883-2 
EDL763   KOWALSKI CONTEMPORARYSCHOOLADMINISTRATION   LONGMAN  0-8013-0832-1 
EDL763  LUNENBURG EDUCATIONALADMINISTRATION WADSWORTH 0-534-148508 
EDL774   OLIVA SUPERVISION FOR TODAYS SCHOOLS  LONGMAN  0-80138778-3 
EDL782  OSBORNE COMPLETE LEGAL GUIDE TO SPCIAL EDUCATION SERV . PH 0-13-1620258 
EDL 782   MEYEN EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN TODAYS SCHOOLS  LOVE   0-89108-213-1 
EDL 787   LAMORTE  SCHOOL LAW  ALLYN BACON  0-205-14157-9 
EDL850   ALTBACH HIGHER EDUCATION IN AMERICAN SOCIETY  PROMETHEUS  0-879754288 
EDL863   HOY EDUCATIONALADMINISTRATION MCGRAW  0-07830609-5 
EDL868   BURRUP  FINANCING EDUCATION IN A CLIMATE OF CHANGE  ALLYN BACON ... 0-205-146244 
EDL869  LOBER PROMOTING YOUR SCHOOL  TECHNOMIC 0-87762887-1 
EDL 875  ACHESON TECHNIQUES IN THE CLINICAL SUPERVISION OF TCH   .. LONGMAN      0-80138469-5 
EDL885  DUKE SCHOOLPOLICY MCGH 0-078180288 
EDL885  ODDON  EDUCATIONAL POLICY IMPLEMENTATION  SUNY  
EDL970   BOLMAN  REFRAMING ORGANIZATIONS  JOSSEY-BASS .. 1-55542-323-X 
EDL970   BOLMAN   REFRAMING INACTION (CASSETTE) JOSSEY-BASS 1-55542349-3 
EDP858 SATTLER ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN  SATTLER         0-9618209-28 
EDP873 CONOLEY SCHOOL CONSULTATION PH         0-205-14561-2 
EDR 751  GAY  EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH  MACM    0-02-3408008 
EDR 761  ..' TOOTHAKER INTRO STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES ... MCGH    0-07-065005-5 
EDR761  SPRINTHALL BASIC STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  ALLYNBACON . 0-205-15428-X 
EDR852 SCHUMACHER RESEARCH IN EDUCATION HC .... 0-673-522148 
EDR865  MAY  APPLICATION OF STATS.IN BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH .... HC  0-06844311-1 
EDR865  HALE  DATAANALYSISW/STUDENTSYSTAT  ITP   1-565278894 
EDT 430/450 TEAGUE   TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA  K/H 0-840384388 
EDT762  KEMP ; PLANNING AND PRODUCING INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA ... HC  0-06-5006048 
EET350   NILSSON ELECTRIC CIRCUITS   AW      0-201-54987-5 
EET354   BOYLESTAD  aECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUIT THEORY   PH 0-13-2509948 
EET420   JONES ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS & MEASUREMENTS PH     0-13-248469-2 
EET451    KOSOW ELECTRIC MACHINERY!,TRANSFORMERS  PH 0-13-2487338 
EET 451    WILDI LAB INVESTIGATIONS IN ELEC.POWER TECHNOLOGY  .. BUCK ENGINEERING 
EET 451    WILDI LAB INVESTIGATIONS IN ELEC.POWER TECH LAB-VOLT  
EET 458   MACKENZIE   8051 MICROCONTROLLER MERRILL  0-02-373650-X 
EGR130  WRIGHT INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING   WILEY         0-471-579308 
EGR131  GIESECKE PRINCIPLES OF TECHNICAL DRAWING MACM 0-02-343735-9 
EGR 132 MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS PACKAGE   AW/MCGH   
EGR230  BEER VECTOR MECHANICS FOR ENG:STATICS & DYNAMICS  ..MCGH     0-07879923-7 
EGR 237  FELDEH ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF CHEMICAL PROCESSES   . WILEY 0-47187324-1 
EMS393  RINK TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR LEARNING MOSBY 0-80168744-5 
EMS653  BROWN TEACHING BY PRINCIPLES PH 0-13-328220-1 
EMS653  BROWN PRINCIPLES OF LANGUAGE TEACHINGS LEARNING .... PH 0-13-1919668 
ENG090  KIRKLAND CONCISE ENGLISH HANDBOOK DCHEATH  0-669-29708-9 
ENG120  HARRIS REFERENCE GUIDE TO GRAMMAR AND USUAGE PRENTICE HALL 0-13-225624-X 
ENG 151  MORRISON BELOVED SIGNET  0451-15659-5 
ENG 151  SELZER CONVERSATIONS MACM 0-02408961-3 
ENG 151  SALINGER CATCHER IN THE RYE  WARNER  0-316-76948-7 
ENG 151  ALLISON  BASTARD OUT OF CAROLINA PENGUIN  0452-26957-1 
ENG 151  BAKER PRACTICAL STYLIST   HARPER&ROW 0-06840437-X 
ENG151  BAZERMAN WRITING SKILLS HANDBOOK HOUGHTON MIFFLIN .. 0-395814554 
ENG 151 ..-  BROWN RUBYFRUIT JUNGLE  BANTAM 0-553-27886-X 
ENG151  DESAI IN CUSTODY  PENGUIN      0-148239324 
ENG151  EMERY ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS, FORMA  MACMILLAN      0-02-332901-7 
ENG151  ESCHHOLZ SUBJECT & STRATEGY  STMARTINS   0-312865418 
ENG151  FLACHMANN  PROSE READER PRENTICEHALL 0-13-735879-2 
ENG151  JACOBUS   WORLDOFIDEAS STMARTINS   0-312885354 
ENG 151  KIRSZNER COMMON GROUNDfiEADING&WRITING AMER. CULTURESST MARTINS   0-31287586-3 
ENG151  KENNEDY  BRIEF BEDFORD READER STMARTINS  . 0-31288636-9 
ENG 151  KIRSZNER BLAIRREADER  PRENTICEHALL    0-13885325-9 
ENG151  KIRSZNER PATTERNS FOR COLLEGE WRITING  STMARTINS 0-31284834-3 
ENG151  LUNSFORD PRESENCE OF OTHERS   STMARTINS        0-31285677-X 
ENG151  MAASIK SIGNS OF LIFE   STMARTINS    0-31289020-X 
ENG151  NDEBELE   FOOLS AND OTHER STORIES READERSINTL 0-930523-20-2 
ENG151  OZICK  THESHAWL VINTAGE   0-679-72926-7 
ENG151  STRUNK   ELEMENTS OF STYLE W/1NDEX MACMILLAN...    .        0-02418200-1 
ENG 151  STEGNER  GREAT AMERICAN SHORTSTORIES DELL 0-440-33060-2 
ENG151  WYRICK STEPS TO WRITING WELL HBJ  0-03876694-X 
ENG151  MCCUEN READINGS FOR WRITERS HBJ ... 0-15-575837-3 
ENG151  TOFFLER THIRDWAVE  BANTAM  0-553-246984 
ENG 151  LAGERKVIST BARA8BAS RH . 0-679-72544-X 
ENG151  ACKERMAN NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SENSES VINTAGE  ....     0-679-735668 
ENG 151  EMECHETA JOYS OF MOTHERHOOD HEINEMANN  . 0-435-909724 
ENG 151  MORRISON SULA NAL .,. 0-452-26349-2 
ENG 151  COOPER SOME SOUL TO KEEP  SMP .  0-31282285-9 
ENG 151  LAWRENCE VIRGIN & THE GIPSY  VINTAGE 0-394-72666-9 
ENG 151  NADELL MACMILLAN READER MAC .... 0-02-3858828 
ENG 151  ELLSWORTH ENGLISH SIMPLIFIED HC 0-06-501404-9 
ENG151  ELLSWORTH ENGLISH SIMPLIFIED WORKBOOK HC  0-06-501887-7 
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ENG 151  WINKLER FROM READING.WRITING HBC 0-15-500146-9 
ENG 151  HACKER   . 
ENG 151  VEIT  
ENG 151  AGEE .... 
ENG 151  ANGELOU 
ENG 151  ATWOOD . 
. WRITER'S REFERENCE  
. WRITING.READING & RESEARCH  
. DEATH IN THE FAMILY  
. I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS 
.HANDMAID'STALE   
ENG 151  BRADBURY FAHRENHEIT 451   BALLANTINE 
SMP  0-312-05254-5 
MAC 0-024229218 
BANTAM 0-553-27011-7 
BANTAM 0-553-279378 
FAWCETT 0-449-21260-2 
.. 0-345-342968 
ENG 151  DIEHL .... 
ENG 151  FLAGG ... 
ENG 151  FORSTER 
ENG 151  GOLDING . 
ENG 151  LEGUIN  .. 
ENG 151  NAYLOR .. 
ENG 151  PATON ... 
.27 
 FRIED GREEN TOMATOES  
 ROOMWITHAVIEW  
 LORD OF THE FLIES  
 DISPOSSESSED   
 WOMEN OF BREWSTER PLACE  
 CRYTHE BELOVED COUNTRY  
ENG 151  SHELLEY FRANKENSTEIN   NAL . 
ENG 151  TWAIN  ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN   BANT 
BALLANTINE 0-345-37073-2 
MCGH 0-078212578 
BANTAM 0-553-21323-7 
PUTNAM 0-399-50148-7 
AVON  0-38080382-1 
NAL 045182202-1 
MACM 0-02853210-5 
 0451-52336-9 
0-553-21079-3 
ENG 151  DIEHL  
ENG 151  HEMINGWAY 
.THAI HORSE   
.FAREWELL TO ARMS 
. BALLANTINE 0-345-327454 
. SS.S 0-317-56218-5 
ENG 151  GOSHGARIAN EXPLORING LANGUAGE  HC 0-673-521478 
ENG 151 ACHEBE   THINGS FALLAPART FAWCETT 0449-20810-9 
ENG 151  GROOM FORREST GUMP PB 0-67189445-5 
ENG151/152  TROYKA   HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS SIMON 4 SCHUSTER .. 0-13813767-6 
ENG 152  HUXLEY BRAVENEWWORLD   HR 0-06880983-3 
ENG 152  ROTTENBERG   ELEMENTS OF ARGUMENT SMP  0-312-08640-7 
ENG152  ABCARIAN UTERATURE THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE ST MARTIN   0-312-084088 
ENG 152  DUBE STRUCTURE & MEANING HOUGHTON MIFFLIN  .. 0-395-325708 
ENG 152  FORSTER  MAURICE NORTON   0-393-31032-9 
ENG 152  LEE TO KILLAMOCKINGBIRD WARNER BOOKS  0-446-310788 
ENG 152  MEYER BEDFORD INTRO TO LITERATURE ST MARTINS  0-31286546-9 
ENG 152  PICKERING UTERATURE  MACMILLAN 0-02-395581-3 
ENG 152  ROBERTS  UTERATUREAN INTRO TO READING & WRITING   PRENTICE HALL 0-13-5356838 
ENG 152  VESTERMAN UTERATUREAN INTRO TO CRITICAL READING HBJ 0-03846914-7 
ENG 152  WARREN ALL THE KING'S MEN  HBJ 0-158047624 
ENG 152  WHARTON HOUSE OF MIRTH STMARTINS  0-31286234-6 
ENG152  PERRINE UTERATURE:STRUCTURE,SOUND & SENSE  HBJ 0-15-551070-3 
ENG152  GRIFFITH WRITING ESSAYS ABOUT LITERATURE HBC  0-16-5001574 
ENG152  WILLIAMS  IMMORTALPOEMS OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE WASHINGTON SQUARE 0-67149610-7 
ENG 152  RICHTER  FALLING INTO THEORY SMP  0-31288122-7 
ENG 152  KENNEDY BEDFORD READER SMP  0-31288637-7 
ENG 152  BUTLER KINDRED  BEACON 0-807083054 
ENG152  KESEY ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST SIGNET   0451-16396-6 
ENG 152  GAINES GATHERING OF OLD MEN  RH 0-679-738908 
ENG 152  CHOPIN AWAKENING BANTAM 0-553-21330-X 
ENG 152  HUNT RIVERSIDE ANTHOLOGY OF LITERATURE  HM  0-39547285-7 
ENG 152 WILLIAMS  STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE SIGNET  0-451-16778-3 
ENG 152 CHOPIN AWAKENING (CRITICAL) NORTON   0-393-96057-9 
ENG 152  TOLKIEN  HOBBIT BALLANTINE  0-345-33968-1 
ENG 152  KEATING UVES THROUGH LITERATURE MAC 0-02-362714-X 
ENG 152  PAYNE UVELYART OF WRITING  NAL 045182712-1 
ENG 152  ANDERSON WINESBURG.OHIO PENG 0-14-0390598 
ENG 152  BALDWIN IF BEALE STREET COULD TALK DELL 0-440-340608 
ENG 152  BRONTE  WITHERING HEIGHTS BANT  0-553-21258-3 
ENG 152  FAULKNER  AS I LAY DYING VINT 0-394-74745-3 
ENG 152  GAINES GATHERING OF OLD MEN VINT 0-394-72591-3 
ENG 152  MORRISON SONG OF SOLOMON  NAL 0451-158288 
ENG 152  PIRSIG ZEN AND THE ART OF MOTORCYCLE MAINTENANCE .... BANT  0-553-27747-2 
ENG 152  STEINBECK OF MICE AND MEN  PENG 0-14-O17320-X 
ENG 152  TAN   KITCHEN GOD'S WIFE  IVY 0-80418753-X 
ENG152  IBSEN DOLL'S HOUSEAND OTHER PLAYS PENGUIN 0-14-0441468 
ENG 152  SOPHOCLES THREETHEBAN PLAYS  PENGUIN 0-14-0444254 
ENG 152  DEROCHE   HEATH INTRO TO POETRY  HEATH  0-669-244074 
ENG 152  DICKENS HARD TIMES  BANTAM  0-553-21016-5 
ENG152 CONRAD HEART OF DARKNESS AND SECRET SHARER BANTAM  
ENG 152  HEMINGWAY SUNALSORISES   SCRIBNERS 0-028518708 
ENG251  HAMILTON MYTHOLOGY NEW AMERICAN LIB.  .. 0451-62803-9 
ENG 251  HOWATSON   OXFORD COMPANION TO CLASSICAL LITERATURE  OXFORD UNIV. PRS ... 0-19-282708-1 
ENG251  METZGER OXFORD COMPANION TO THE BIBLE   OXFORD UNIV. PRS ...0-19-504645-5 
ENG251 SNODGRASI  CLIFFS NOTES ON GREEK CLASSICS CLIFF NOTES INC 0-82208566-2 
ENG251  ZIMMERMAN DICTIONARY OF CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY BANTAMBOOKS 0-553-25776-5 
ENG251  WILKIE UTERATURE OF THE WESTERN WORLD, VOL 1   MACMILLAN 0-024278254 
ENG251  OVID (GREGORY) METAMORPHOSES MENTOR  0451-62622-2 
ENG 251/252   CAWS HARPERCOLLINS WORLD READER:ANTIQUITY EARLY...  . HARPER COLLINS  .... 0-06-5013824 
ENG 252  MILTON  PORTABLE MILTON PENGUIN 0-14815044-7 
ENG252  MACK NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF WORLD MASTERPIECES VOL.1 NORTON   0-393-961408 
ENG 252  CAWS ISSUES IN WORLD LITERATURE HC 0-06-502265-3 
ENG 253  KUNDERA JOKE HARPER 0-06899505-X 
ENG253  HOLMAN  HANDBOOKTOLITERATURE   MACMILLAN 0-02-356420-2 
ENG 253  KINNELL  ESSENTIAL WHITMAN   ECCO 0-88001-1378 
ENG 253  MACK NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF WORLD MASTERPIECES, VOL 2 NORTON   0-393-96142-7 
ENG 253  WILKIE UTERATURE OF THE WESTERN WORLD, VOL2  MACMILLAN 0-024278278 
ENG271  BRUSAW HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL WRITING STMARTINS  0-312857334 
ENG271  EISENBERG  EFFECTIVE TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION MCGRAWHILL  0-07819431-9 
ENG 271  LANNON   TECHNICAL WRITING HC 0-673-522948 
ENG290  WOLFF BACK IN THE WORLD BANTAM 0-553-343254 
ENG 290  ALLISON  TRASH  FIREBRAND BKS 0-932379-51-6 
ENG 290  DUBUS SELECTED STORIES   GODINE 0-87923-7368 
ENG290  CARVER   WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK ABOUT LOVE ... VINTAGE  0-679-723058 
ENG290  CONROY WATERISWIDE BANTAM 0-553-26893-7 
ENG 290  TYLER ACCIDENTAL TOURIST BERKLEY 0-42589291-7 
ENG 290  KOONTZ  WATCHERS  BERKLEY 0-425-10746-9 
ENG 290  TYLER SAINT MAYBE  IVY  0-80418874-9 
ENG3400/CAF399  ... CONRAD SECRET SHARER 8, OTHER STORIES  DOVER 0-486-27546-9 
ENG3400/CAF399 ... FOE SELECTED TALES OXFORD  0-19-281522-9 
ENG3400/CAF399 ... KAWIN HOWMOVIESWORK  UCALIF.PR  0-520-076968 
ENG3400/CAF399 ... CORRIGAN  SHORTGUIDETOWRITINGABOUTFILMS HC 0-673-52299-7 
ENG3400/CAF399 ... SHELLEY FRANKENSTEIN   STMARTIN   0-312-044698 
ENG3400/CAF399 ... WILDE  PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY 8. OTHERS  BANTAM 0-553-212548 
ENG3400/CAF399 ... STEVENSON DR.JEKYLL & MR. HYDE BANTAM 0-553-21277-X 
ENG3400/CAF399 .... BROWN EDGARHUNTLEY PENGUIN 0-14-039062-6 
ENG3420  MINOT THREE GENRES  PRENTICEHALL 0-13-9184678 
ENG3450  KRIEGEL STORIES OF AMERICAN NEW AMERICAN LIB.  .. 045280923-5 
ENG 3450 AMERICAN FRONTIER  GREENHAVEN PRESS . 1-56510885-9 
ENG3450  HANSBERRY A RAISIN IN THE SUN PENGUIN 0451-161378 
ENG3450  ANDREWS CLASSIC AMERICAN AUTOBIOGRAPHICS PENGUIN 045182852-7 
ENG 3450  MILLER  DEATH OF A SALESMAN   VIKING 0-148481348 
ENG3450  ALGER RAGGED DICKANDSTRUGGLING UPWARD PENGUIN 0-14839033-2 
ENG3450 IMMIGRATION  GREENHAVEN PRESS . 1-56510-006-9 
ENG 3450  FITZGERALD GREAT GATSBY MACM 0-02819881-7 
ENG3450  COOPER LAST OF THE MOHICANS PENGUIN  0-14839024-3 
ENG 3451  ABRAMS  NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, VOL 1 . NORTON   0-393-96288-1 
ENG3451  SHAKESPEARE  MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING  SIGNET  0451-52298-2 
ENG3452  ABRAMS  .. NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF ENGLISH LIT.VOL2 NORTON    0-393-96290-3 
ENG3452  JOYCE PORTRAIT OF ARTIST AS YOUNG MAN PENGUIN  0451-52544-2 
ENG3452  SHELLEY FRANKENSTEIN   BANTAM 0-553-212478 
ENG3461  BAYM NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN LIT, VOL 1   NORTON  0-393-96461-2 
ENG3462  MCQUADE HARPER ANNUAL LITERATURE, VOL 2  HARPERCOLLINS  .... 0-06-500965-7 
ENG4410  EVANS RIVERSIDE SHAKESPEARE HOUGHTON MIFFUN .. 0-39584402-2 
ENG4431  CRANE COMPLETE POEMS OF STEPHEN CRANE -.. CORNELL UNIV PRS ... 0-8014-91304 
ENG4431  HAWTHORNE SELECTED TALES AND SKETCHES   HB 0-03879790-X 
ENG4431  TRIMMER   A GUIDE TO MLA DOCUMENTATION HOUGHTON MIFFLIN  .. 0-39586881-6 
ENG 4452/6452   BAUGH A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGES   PRENTICE HALL 0-13-395708-X 
ENG 4452/6452   ORWELL  1984       PENGUIN 0-451-524934 
ENG4453 GOULD ART OF READING:CONTEXTS FOR WRITING MCGRAWHILL  0-07823905-3 
ENG460  PERKINS ENGLISH ROMANTIC WRITERS   HBJ 0-15-5226608 
ENG5403/7403   KERNAN   CLASSICS OF MODERN THEATRE HBC  0-15-507654-X 
ENG 5403/7403   MARX FAMOUS PLAYS OFTHE 1980'S   DELL 0-440-20150-0 
ENG 5405/7405   METZGERT NEW OXFORD ANNOTATED BIBLE W/APOCHYPHA OXFORD UNIV PRS  ..   019-528-366-X 
ENG5405/7405   HARRIS UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE MAYFIELD   1-55934883-5 
ENG5420/7420   SHOWALTER NEW FEMINIST CRITICISM RANDOM 0-394-72647-2 
ENG5420/7420   SULLIVAN  PLAYS BY AND ABOUT WOMEN   VINTAGE  0-394-718968 
ENG5420/7420   GILBERT  NORTON ANTH.OF LITERATURE BY WOMEN  NORTON  0-393-95391-2 
ENG 5420/7420  WOOLF  ROOM OF ONE'S OWN HBC      0-158787334 
ENG5432/7432   HEJINIAN.LYN MYLIFE  STAR 8, MOON PRESS . 1-557138248 
ENG5432/7432   RITADOVE  SELECTED POEMS RANDOMHOUSE  0-679-750808 
ENG5432/7432   BISHOP COMPLETE POEMS:1927-1979  FARRAR.STRAUSS ..     0-374-51817-3 
ENG5432/7432   ELLMANN   NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF MODERN POETRY  NORTON     0-393-95636-9 
ENG5432/7432   GRAY AMERICAN POETRY OF THE 20TH CENTURY LONGMAN . 0-58249444-3 
ENG5460/7460   MALORY  LEMORTED'ARTHUR, VOL 1  PENGUIN  0-14843043-1 
ENG5460/7460   MALORY  LEMORTE D'ARTHUR, VOL2 PENGUIN        0-14843044-X 
ENG5460/7460   LANGLAND PIERS THE PLOUGHMAN PENGUIN  0-14844087-9 
ENG 5460/7460  TOLKIEN  SIR GAWAIN8;THE GREEN KNIGHT, PEARL, SU ORFEO  .. BALLANTINE 0-345-277608 
ENG 5460/7460   CROSSLEY-HOLLAND .... ANGLO-SAXON WORLD OXFORD UNIV PRESS    0-19-281632-2 
ENG5460/7460   HAPPE ENGLISH MYSTERY PI AYS  PENGUIN 0-148430938 
ENG7410  WRIGHT NATIVESON HC  0-06880977-9 
ENG 7410  ANDREWS CLASSIC FICTION OF HARLEM RENAISSANCE  OXFORD   0-19-508196-X 
ENG 7410  ANDREWS AFRICAN-AMERICAN NOVEL IN AGE OF REACTION  SIGNET       0-45182849-7 
ENG 7410 WASHINGTON UP FROM SLAVERY  PENGUIN .... 0-148390518 
ENG7410 GATES CLASSICSLAVENARRATIVE .NAL     045182726-1 
ENG768  HURSTON THEIR EYES WERE WATCHING GOD HC  0-068916508 
ENG 768  MOODY COMING OF AGE IN MISSISSIPPI  DELL  0-440-31488-7 
ENG820  UNDEMANN  RHETORIC FPR WRITING TEACHERS   OXFORD 0-19-504889-X 
ENG830  ALTICK ART OF LITERARY RESEARCH NORTON 0-393-96240-7 
ENG830  GUERIN HANDBOOK OF CRITICALAPPROACHESTO LIT. OXFORD 0-19-506948-X 
ENG944  AUSTEN EMMA PENGUIN     0-14843010-5 
ENG 944  BRONTE  WUTHERING HEIGHTS PENGUIN 0-148430018 
ENG944  ELIOT MILL ON THE FLOSS PENGUIN 0-14843120-9 
ENG944  HARDY TESSOFTHED'URBERVILLES PENGUIN 0-14843135-7 
ENG 944  FOWLES  THE COLLECTOR  DELL ... 0-440-31335-X 
ENG944  FORSTER  A ROOM WITH A VIEW AND HOWARDS END PENGUIN 0451-52141-2 
ENG944  LAWRENCE LADYCHATTERLEY'SLOVER  SIGNET 0451-52498-5 
ENG944  LAWRENCE SONS8,LOVERS PENGUIN ..  . 0-14884217-2 
ENG 99  MCGUANE AN OUTSIDE CHANCE  HM  .... -' 0-39580575-X 
ENG 99  ATWAN AMERICA NOW  SMP  .  0-312-10285-2 
ENG99  GLAZIER  LEAST YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ENGLISH FRM A .... HBC  ..  0-03855547-7 
ENG99  TUMAN CROSSFIRE ALLYNBACON    0-205-149038 
ENG 99  CLOUSE   TRANSITIONS FROM READING TO WRITING       MCGH 0-07-O11427 7 
ENG99  WOODS CHIEFS AVON 
ENG99  DONNELLY  SEQUENCE  HBC 
ENG99  TARVERS WRITER'S LIBRARYWOMEN AND MEN        HC 
ENG99  GORDON WORKBOOK FOR WRITERS   SS 
ENG99  NORDQUIST PASSAGES SMP ' 
ENG 99  AARON COMPACT READER   SMP 
ENG99  KROITER 500WORDTHEME   PH 
ENG99  ESQUIVAL UKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE BANTAM 
ENG99  CAMPBELL  YOUR BLUES AIN'T LIKE MINE   BALLANTINE 
ENG 99 SHOULD IMMIGRATION BE RESTRICTED   GREENHAVEN PRESS "     ' ~253 X 
ENG99  HEDGES  WHATS EATING GILBERT GRAPE PB  ' 0-67187080-7 
ENG/RDG99   DORRIS YELLOW RAFT IN BLUE WATER        WARNER     0-446387878 
EN&RDG99   OLSON-FALLON GROWINGUP.GROWINGOLD  HC 0-065011236 
EP121    NELSON   INTERPRETATION OF WAKING LIFE    UNIV OF ARK PRESS      1-55728 198 X 
ES121    POND INTRO TO ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY         MERRILL 0-02-396031-C 
ES231    PERRY C BY EXAMPLE -ACADEMIC       QUE    1-56529453X 
ES231    PERRY QBASIC BY EXAMPLE (ACADEMIC)    QUE  1-565294548 
ES 251    BEER MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS-STATICS  MCGH  0-07804580 1 
0-380-70347-5 
0-03-055134-X 
0-06-501124-4 
0-13814179-7 
0-31283215-3 
0-31286547-7 
0-13-321357-9 
0-385474018 
0-345-383958 
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ES252   BEER MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS DYNAMICS MCGRAW  0-07-004582-8 
ES 253   BEER MECHANICS OF MATERIALS MCGH 0-07604340-X 
ES 351   WARK THERMODYNAMICS MCGH  0-078X2X8 
ES354   MOTT APPLIED FLUID MECHANICS MACM 0-02-384231-8 
ES 355   COGDELL  FOUNDATIONS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PH 0-13-329525-7 
ESL151   WILLIAMS  CAT ON AHOTTIN ROOF PENGUIN  0-451-17112-8 
ESL151   SPACK INTERNATIONAL STORY  ..« SMP  0-312-09008-0 
ESL151   CARINO RESEARCHED PAPER SIMPLIFIED HC 0-06-501152-4 
ESL93/95 AZAR CHARTBOOK PH 0-13-9482334 
ESL93/95  BATES  TRANS'TIONS  SMP   0-312-04115-2 
EXC450  KIRK EDUCATING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN HM   0-395-61599-2 
EXC453  BEIRNE-SMITH MENTAL RETARDATION  MACMILLAN 0-02-307883-9 
EXC457  OVERTON ASSESSMENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION MERRILL   0-675-21156-5 
EXC 470,471    MAGER  PREPARING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES LAKE  1-561-03341-3 
EXC478  GARGIULO  WORKING W/PARENTS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN   ... HM  0-395-35767-5 
EXC478  SHEA PARENTS & TEACHERS OF CHILDREN W/EXCEPTION. ... PH 0-205-127894 
EXC661   LERNER LEARNING DISABILITIES  HM  0-395-62225-5 
EXC661   LERNER STUDY GUIDE T/ALEARNING DISABILITIES HM   0-395-64011-3 
EXC 673  KAUFFMAN CHARACTERISTICS OF EMOTIONAL & BEH. DISORDERS   MACM 0-02-362141 -9 
EXC853 TVER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HANDICAPS  PRO-ED 0-89079-269-0 
FCS271   KNOX CHOICES IN RELATIONSHIPS WEST 0-314-02605-3 
FCS 371   PAPALLIA HUMAN DEVELOPMENT MCGARW 0-07-048760-X 
FCS433 STONE GUIDE TO DISCIPLINE  NAEYC 0-912674-62-8 
FCS433  BREDEKAMP DEV APPROPRIATE PRACTICE IN EARLY CHILD PROG ... NAEYC  0-935989-11-0 
FCS433  HILDEBRAND  INTRO TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION   MACM 0-02-354535-6 
FCS433 LASKY ART, BASIC FOR YOUNG CHILDREN   NAEYC 0-912674-73-3 
FCS 471/671  KRANTZ CHILD DEV&OPMENT WADSWORTH 0-534-13170-0 
FCS472/672  MAYESKY  CREATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN DELMAR 0-8273-3958-5 
FCS 474/674  BROOKS  PARENTING IN THEX'S MAYFIELD  1-55934-251-X 
FCS 476/676 TAYLOR EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM MANAGEMENT MACM 0-02419731-9 
FCS 476/676 VERGERONT   PLACES & SPACES FOR PRESCHOOL & PRIMARY-311  ... NAEYC  0-935989-25-0 
FCS476/676 VERGERONT   PLACES & SPACES FOR PRESCHOOLS.PRIMARY-310 ... NAEYC  0-935989-07-2 
FCS576 JACOBS BE AN OUTRAGEOUS OLDER WOMAN-A R*A*S*P KIT   1-879198-03-7 
FCS 576/776  STEVENS-LONG ADULT LIFE  MAYFIELD   1-55934-082-7 
FCS 576/776  DUSHKIN (DICKINSON) ... DYING.DEATH AND BEREAVEMENT DUSHKIN  1-56134-269-6 
FED251   HESSONG INTRO TO THE FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION  MACM 0-02-354395-7 
FED 251  TOZER SCHOOL 8, SOCIETY MCGRAW  0-07-557043-2 
FED251   REED IN THE CLASSROOM:AN INTRO TO EDUCATION  DUSHKIN 0-87967-931-X 
FED251   MENGERT INSTITUTION OF EDUCTION PH 0-536-58626-8 
FED 260  BEE  DEVELOPING CHILD HC 0-06-040628-3 
FED 260  BJORKLUND LOOKING AT CHILDREN WADS 0-534-13704-0 
FED 260  BJORKLUND (CASSEL)  ... STUDY GUIDE T/A LOOKING AT CHILDREN WADS 0-534-13705-9 
FED 260  SANTROCK CHILDREN  WCB 0-597-12738-9 
FED 260 SANTROCK CHILDREN STUDY GUIDE  WCB 0-697-12740-0 
FED260  BEE  STUDY GUIDE T/A DEVELOPING CHILD HC 0-06-500516-3 
FED260 GAUVAIN READINGS ON DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN FREEMAN  0-7167-2492-8 
FED 361   MCCOWAN  EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY & CLASSROOM PRACTICE   ALLYN BACON 0-205-13144-1 
FED361   BIEHLER  PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO TEACHING HM   0-395-615984 
FED 851   ORMROD HUMAN LEARNING MACM 0-675-21044-5 
FED851   GOOD   EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AW  0-8013-0351-6 
FED874  CREMIN TRANSFORMATION OF THE SCHOOL  MCGH  0-07-5537044 
FED874  SPRING AMERICAN SCHOOL MCGH 0-07-060539-4 
F1N351  PATERSON  FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS  MCGH  0-07-O49667-6 
FIN 351  PETERSON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS MCGRAW  0-07-049667-6 
FIN 352  KOHN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS    MCGH  0-07-035904-0 
FIN 355 AMLING INVESTMENT FUNDAMENTALS HBC  0-03-047092-7 
FIN356 SMITH  REAL ESTATE PERSPECTIVES IRWIN  0-256-07914-5 
FIN358  REJDA PRINCIPLES OF RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE .. HC 0-67346541-1 
FIN 359 WILLIAMS  RISK MANGEMENT AND INSURANCE MCGH 0-07-0705674 
FIN452  HARRISON   APPRAISING RESIDENTIAL & INCOME PROPERTIES   .... H2CO  
FIN454  ROSE COMMERCIAL BANK MANAGEMENT  IRWIN  0-256-11557-5 
FIN457  BRIGHAM   INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT HBC  0-03-O75482-8 
FL399 WILSON ESSENTIALS OF LATIN GRAMMAR NTC  0-8442-85404 
FL 399 CASSELL'S LATIN DICTIONARY MAC 0-02-5225804 
FL399 OVID METAMORPHOSES INDIANA U 0-253-20001-6 
FM360  JARNOW INSIDETHE FASHION BUSINESS  MACM 0-02-360002-0 
FM363  GOSCHIE FASHION DIRECTION AND COORDINATION   GLENCOE  0-02-682900-2 
FRE151/152/153   CAPELLE ESPACES CAHIER D'EXERCICES HACHETTE   2-01-015321-9 
FRE151/152/153   CAPELLE ESPACES HACHETTE   2-01-015320-0 
FRE252 COURTILLON  ARCHIPELLIVRE2 DIDIER  
FRE350  CHAMBERLAIN GUIDE PRATIQUE DE LA COMMUNICATION W/TAPE DIDIER  
FRE 350  BESCHERELLE L'ART DE CONJUGUER HURTUBISE  2-89045-913-6 
FRE459/659  LAGARDE  XIX SIECLE BORDAS  
FRE 459/659  LAGARDE  XX SIECLE BORDAS  
GER151 TERRELL KONTAKTE MCGRAW 0-07-063787-3 
GER151 TERRELL KONTAKTE WORKBOOK   MCGRAW 0-07-063790-3 
GER 152/153  SEVIN WIE GEHT'S?   HRW 0-03-O49493-1 
GER 152/153   SEVIN WIE GEHT'S WORKBOOK HRW '.. 0-03-049503-2 
GER252  MOELLER  CONCISE GERMAN REVIEW GRAMMAR HM  0-395-54686-9 
GER355  CASSELL ENGLISH/GERMAN-GERMAN/ENGLISHDICTIONARY  .... MAC 0-02-522930-3 
GER 355  CASSELLS GERMAN DICTIONARY MGR  
GER450  DURRELL   HAMMERS GERMAN GRAMMAR AND USAGE  EDWARDARNOLD  .... 0-340-501294 
GER450  CLAUSING GERMAN GRAMMAR HBC  0-03-O01897-8 
GGY250  DEBLIJ GEOGRAPHYREALMS.REGIONS & CONCEPTS WILEY  0471-58089-9 
GGY250  FISHER  GEOGRAPHY & DEVELOPMENT MAC 0-02-337935-9 
GGY250  KAPIT GEOGRAPHY COLORING BOOK HPR  0-06-043482-1 
GGY358  CASTILLON CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES  BROWN   0-697-11229-2 
GGY360  HIDORE CLIMATOLOGY MAC 0-02-354514-1 
GGY453  ESCOTT SOUTH FOR NEW SOUTHERNERS UNC  0-80784293-1 
GGY453  HART LAND THAT FEEDS US NORTON   0-393-30950-9 
GLY151    PRESS UNDERSTANDING EARTH  FREEMAN   0-7167-2239-9 
GLY151    ZUMBERGE LAB MANUAL FOR PHYSICAL GEOLOGY WCB 0-697-09844-3 
GLY 152   DOTT EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH   MCGH 0-07-017803-8 
GLY 152   POORT HISTORICAL GEOLOGY MACM 0-02-395995-9 
GLY 165   KELLER ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY   MACM 0-02-3632704 
GLY 451    CLARKSON INVERTEBRATE PALAEONTOLOGY & EVOLUTION CHAPMAN & HALL  .... 0-41247990-7 
GLY 453  TWISS  STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY FREEMAN  0-7167-2252-6 
GLY 453   MARSHAK BASIC METHODS OF STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY PH 0-13-065178-8 
GSU120  GEYERMAN FRESHMAN SEMINAR K/H   
GSU120 GEYERMAN FRESHMAN SEMINAR K/H   
GSU120  RATHUS MAKING THE MOST OF COLLEGE/STUDENT JOURNAL  .. PH  0-13-112732-2 
GSU 120  ROSENBERG  COLLEGE LIFE PENGUIN 0-14-014484-6 
GSU120  COVEY SEVEN HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE S&S 0-671-70863-5 
GSU 120  ELLIS BECOMING A MASTER STUDENT HM  0-395-69293-8 
GSU 120        DISCOVERY WHEEL HM   
GSU 220  PAUK HOW TO STUDY IN COLLEGE HM  0-395-64326-0 
GSU220  SOTIRION  INTEGRATING COLLEGE STUDY SKILLS WADS  0-534-17892-8 
GSU220 LONGMAN COLLEGE LEARNING AND STUDY SKILLS WEST  0-314-01231-1 
GSU220  LANGAN   READING AND STUDY SKILLS FORM B  MCGH ' 0-07-036413-3 
GSU220  GRISHAM   TIMETOKILL DELL  0-440-21172-7 
GSU230 GATES GUIDE TO USE OF LIBRARIES & INFO SYSTEMS MCG 0-02-023000-5 
GSU0120 ..... STARKE STRATEGIES FOR COLLEGE SUCCESS   PH 0-13-855412-9 
GT165 . MARKERT CONTEMPORARY TECHNOLOGY GOODHEART-WILCOX . 0-87006-990-X 
GT 857 .... LEEDY PRACTICAL RESEARCH MAC 0-02-369242-1 
HEC 222 .  . GELLES-COLE  BALDRIGE'S COMPLETE GDE TO EXEC MANNERS  RAWSON  0-89256-290-0 
HEC222 POST ETIQUETTE  HC 0-06-270047-2 
HEC580 ARREDONDO  HOW TO PRESENT LIKE A PRO MCGH 0-07-002506-1 
HED 872 RENTZ STUDENT AFFAIRS FUNCTIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION . CHARLES C. THOMAS . 0-398-05480-0 
HIS 152 . SOWARDS MAKERS OF THE WESTERN TRADITION VOL I SMP  0-312-08434-X 
HIS 152       LERNER WESTERN CIVILIZATIONS VOL I NORTON   0-393-96207-5 
HIS 152 .  . PERRY WESTERN CIVILIZATION VOLI  HM   0-395-59331-X 
HIS 152 TIERNEY WESTERN SOCIETIES VOL I  MCGH  0-07-554255-2 
HIS152 PERRY SOURCES OF THE WESTERN TRADITION VOL I   HM   0-39547X4-7 
HIS 152 KAGAN WESERN HERITAGE VOLI MACM  0-02-361911-2 
HIS 152 PLATO  TRIAL & DEATH OF SOCRATES HACKETT 0-915-14415-8 
HIS 152 SPIELVOGEL WESTERN CIVILIZATION VOL. 1   WEST 0-314-02796-3 
HIS 152 EINHARD TWO LIVES OF CHARLEMAGNE PENGUIN  0-14-044213-8 
HIS 152  HOLY BIBLE REVISD STANDARD VERSION MERIDIAN   0452-00647-3 
HIS 152 TACITUS  AGRICOLA & THE GERMANIA PENGUIN 0-14-O44241-3 
His 153 PERRY .... WESTERN CIVILIZATIONSSRIEF HISTORY VOLII  HM  0-395-63881-X 
HIS153 .... PERRY SOURCES OF THE WESTERN TRADITION VOL II HM  0-39547305-5 
His 153  PERRY  WESTERN CIVILIZATION VOL II HM  0-395-59332-8 
HIS153 BEATTY   '   HERITAGE OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION VOLII  PH 0-13-387010-3 
HIS 153 SPIELVOGEL WESTERN CIVILIZATION VOL.2 WEST  0-314-02797-1 
HIS 153 VOLTAIRE  CANDIDE  BANTAM  0-553-21166-8 
HIS153 MCKAY   HISTORY OF WESTERN SOCIETY VOL.2 HM  0-39543343-6 
HIS 252 CORDS  MYTH AND THE AMERICAN PAST VOL I  HC 0-06-0413794 
HIS252 TINDALL   AMERICA A NARRATIVE VOL. 1 NORTON  0-393-961494 
HIS 252 DAVIDSON NATION OF NATIONS, VOL 1   MCGRAW HILL   0-07-015635-2 
HIS 252 DOUGLASS       NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS ... ST MARTINS   0-312-07531-6 
HIS 252 MORGAN PURITAN DILEMMA SCOTT.FORESMAN   ... 0-673-39347-X 
His 252 DIVINE  AMERICA: PAST S PRESENT VOL. 1 (BRIEF)  HC 0-67346759-7 
HIS 252 OATES PORTRAIT OF AMERICA VOL.1 HM  0-395-55427-6 
HIS 252 " " DIVINE  AMERICA PAST & PRESENT VOL. 1   HC 0-673-388654 
HIS253 TINDALL        AMERICA:NARRATIVE HISTORY VOL II   NORTON  0-393-96151-6 
HIS 253  GARRATY  AMERICAN NATIONS VOL II HC 0-06-042244-0 
H|S 253 NORTON  PEOPLE AND A NATION VOL II HM  0-395-67819-6 
His 253         DIVINE  AMERICA PAST 4 PRESENT VOL. 2 (BRIEF)  HC 0-67346760-0 
HIS 253 CORDS  MYTH & THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE VOL.2 HC 0-06-041380-8 
His 253 ' DIVINE AMERICA:PAST & PRESENT VOL. 2 HC 0-673-38866-2 
His 253   " BRINKLEY  UNFINISHED NATION,PROMISED LAND.VOICES PROTES   OVERTURE BOOKS .... 935000058-X 
H|S253   " CURRENT  WORDS THAT MADE AMERICAN HISTORYVOLII HC 0-673-39333-X 
HIS253  GARRATY STUDY GUIDET/AAMERICAN NATION VOLII HC 0-06-500021-8 
HIS350    BARZUN  MODERN RESEARCHER  HBC  0-15-562513-6 
HIS 350 " ' TURABIAN  MANUAL FOR WRITERS, TERMPAPERS, & THESIS  UNIV CHICAGO PRESS   0-226-81625-7 
HIS351 " KYTLE  WILLIEMAE UGA.PRESS  0-8203-15184 
HIS 35! '' NORTON MAJOR PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN WOMENS HISTORY ... HEATH   0-669-14490-8 
HIS351 COONTZ  WAY WE NEVER WERE  BASIC  0-465-090974 
HIS351        ULRICH  MIDWIFESTALE VINTAGE   0-679-73376-0 
H,S358 " TACITUS ....ANNALS OF IMPERIAL ROME  PENGUIN 0-14-044060-7 
H,S358 CICERO  SELECTEDWORKS PENGUIN  0-14-044099-2 
HIS358 SALLUST        JURGURTHINE WAR/CONSPIRACY OF CATILINE PENGUIN  0-14-044132-8 
HIS 358 '.'.'.'.'.'..'.....'. PLUTARCH  MAKERS OF ROME ™?IN 
HIS358  
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HIS 358 
HIS 361 
HIS 361 
HIS 361 
HIS 361 
HIS 365 
HIS 365 
0-14-044158-1 
BOREN"      ROMANSOCIETY  HEATH   0-669-17801-2 
LEWIS ..ROMAN CIVILIZATION VOL.1 & 2 COLUMBIA  0-231-07055-1 
PRAL'L ' .HISTORY OF ENGLAND VOL I HBC' 0-03-033424-1 
BLAKELY ... DOCUMENTS IN BRITISH HISTORYVOLI  MCGH 0-07-005701-X 
DUBY . WILLIAM MARSHAL PANTHEON  0-394-75154-X 
ST0NE  ...CAUSES OF THE ENGLISH REVOLUTION  HC 0-06-1316784 
LEvi      .CHRIST STOPPED AT EBOU  FS&G  0-374-50316-8 
HORNE ..PRICE OF GLORY PENGUIN  0-14-017041-3 
HIS365" " PAXTON EUROPE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY HBC  0-15-524719-0 
Hls jgg  KUHN     ' "' .. STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONLS  UNIV CHICAGO PR .... 0-22645804-0 
HIS399 KEARNEY  SCIENCEANDCHANGE 1500-1700 MCGH  0-07-033425-0 
HIS399 THAYER     '" NEWTON'S PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE HAFNER 0-68543029-4 
HIS 4511651 SPITZ     "  REFORMATION  HEATH   0-669-81620-5 
HIS 451/651   SPITZ '" .. PROTESTANT REFORMATION HC 0-06-132069-2 
HIS452 " BERWANGER  CIVILWARERA HBJ 0-15-501039-5 
uic«,  RARNFY BATTLEGROUND FOR THE UNION PRENTICEHALL 0-13-069386-3 
'•SCFEELY GRANTA BIOGRAPHY  NORTON   0-393-30046-3 
ROBSON       ..WALK IN MY SOUL  BALL 0-345-34701-3 
pPKpox  FRONTIERSMEN BANTAM 0-553-257994 
Tunu     ' '"     FOLLOW THE RIVER BALL 0-345-33854-5 
SHI     SIMPLE LIFE   OXFORD   0-19-504013-9 
HIS452 .... 
HIS 457/657 
HIS 457/657 
HIS 457/657 
HIS462 .... 
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HIS462  HEILBRONER  .... 
HIS462  UVESAY  
HIS463  BERMAN   
HIS463  KAUFMAN  
HIS463  AMBROSE  
HIS463  HOGAN   
HIS463  WOODS  
HIS 489/689   ESPOSITO  
HIS 489/689   CLEVELAND  HISTORY OF THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST  .... 
HIS489/689   BOWEN EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE MUSLIM MIDDLE EAST 
. ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICA 
. AMERICAN MADE  
. PLANNING ATRAGEDY   
.KOREANWAR   
. RISETOGLOBALISM   
.END OF THE COLD WAR   
. DAWNING OF THE COLD WAR   
.ISLAMIC THREAT  
. ISRAEL  
. MAJOR PROB IN HISTORY OF AMER SOUTH VOL II 
. RURAL WORLDS LOST  
. SUBDUUING SATON  
. LYNCHING IN THE NEW SOUTH   
. JAPAN BEFORE PERRY  
.BOOK OF THE COURTIER   
.LEVIATHAN  
. RAMEAU'S NEPHEW & D'ALEMBERTS DREAM .. 
. REFLECTIONS OF REVOLUTION IN FRANCE .... 
. VINDICATION OF RIGHTS OF WOMAN (CRITICAL) 
.SELECTIONS OF WRITING OF MARTIN LUTHER  . 
. PILGRIM AT TINKER CREEK  
.ART AND ILLUSION  
HIS 489/689  COZIO   
HIS858  ESCOTT  
HIS858  KIRIZY  
HIS858  OWNBY  
HIS858  BRUNDAGE  
HON 133  TOTMAN   
HON 133  CASTIGLIONE  
HON 133  HOBBES (MACPHERSON) 
HON 133  DIDEROT  
HON 133  BURKE  
HON 133  WOLLSTONECRAFT  
HON 133  LUTHER (DILLENBERGER 
HON 151  DILLARD   
HON 151  GOMBRICH  
HON 151  ROTH GOODBYE, COLUMBUS  
HON 151  FOWLES  EBONYTOWER  
HON211  PAGE NORSEMYTH    
HON 211  SHAW PERFECT WAGNERITE  
HON 211  BOLEN RING OF POWER  
HON211  GRAY WAGNER   
HON211  RACKHAM COLOR ILLUSTRATION FOR WAGNER'S RING  
HON311  TREVOR  FOOLS OF FORTUNE  
HON311  OCONNOR   COLLECTED STORIES  
HON311  BRADLEY   CONTEMPORARY IRISH POETRY  
HON411  GIANNETTI  UNDERSTANDING MOVIES   
HTH 120  KRUMHANSL OPPORTUNITIES IN PHYSICAL THERAPY CAREERS  
HTH131   PRUITT  HEALTH STYLES:DEC FOR LIVING WELL   
HTH230  BUTLER PRICIPLES OF HEALTH EDUCATION & HEALTH PROMO .. 
HTH320  ARC COMMUNITYFIRSTAIDANDSAFETY   
HTH 321   LAFLEUR-BROOKS   EXPLORING MEDICAL LANGUAGE W/TAPE   
HTH 350  HAMANN DISEASE:IDENTIFICATION,PREVENTION & CONTROL   ... 
HTH 451   GREEN COMMUNITY HEALTH  
HTH 495  OTIS CAMPUS HEALTH GUIDE  
HTH531   MILLER  HEALTH EDUCATION IN ELEM.SCHOOL  
HTH550  BEVER SAFETY: PERSONAL FOCUS   
HTH 555  MEEKS-HEIT COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION  
HTH 557  MCKENZIE PLANNINGJMPLEM.& EVALHEALTH PROMO.PROGRAMS 
HTH764  BRUESS   SEXUALITY EDUCATION THEORY & PRACTICE  
HTH 764  KELLY  SEXUALITY TODAY  
IDH281  ALLEN  BEGINNINGS OF INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT  
IDH 282  LEINBACH VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES  
IDH 282  KARLEN SPACE PLANNING BASICS  
IDH 282  ARENDS  INTERIOR PRESENTATION SKETCHING F/ARCH & DES 
IDH 283  GAREY SLIPCOVER CHIC  
IDH 283  PAINE FABRIC MAGIC    
IDH 380  KADOLPH  TEXTILES  
IDH381  DECHIARA TIME SAVERS STANDARDS FOR INTERIOR DESIGN   
IDH 382  WHITON INTERIOR DESIGN    
IDH385  PICKETT  HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT IN RESIDENTIAL DESIGN  
IDH 485  SMrTH  BRINGING INTERIORS TO LIGHT   
IDH 487  PIOTROWSKI   PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS . 
IET333  HICKS  INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING* MANAGEMENT   
IET451   MEYERS  PUNT LAYOUT AND MATERIAL HANDLIG  
IET481   NEWNAN ENGINEERING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS W/EXAM FILE   
IM 351  AMRINE MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT .. 
IM352  BARNES   STATISTICAL ANALYSIS F/ENGINEERS & SCIENTIST  
IM 552  PLOG FUND OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE    
IM 552  HEIZER  PRODUCTIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT W/DISK 
IM 554/754   HAMMER OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY MANAGEMENT & ENGINEERING 
INCOME TAX PLAN . 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
IS360  
IS360  
JPN151    
JONES FEDERAL TAXES & MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 95/96 
PARNWELL NEW OXFORD PICTURE DICTIONARY  
ROBERTSHAW READING FIRST    
ORION PRONOUNCING AMERICAN ENGLISH   
OSHIMA INTRODUCTION TO ACADEMIC WRITING   
AZAR BASIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR  
BLANTON   ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION PRACTICE BOOK 2  
AZAR UNDERSTANDING AND USING ENGLISH GRAMMAR  
DUNKEL ADVANCED LISTENING COMPREHENSION  
ABRAHAM CONTACT USA  
DUNKEL STARTWITH LISTENING    
TOGILA PICTURE IT   
INTENSIVE ENGLISH  LONGMAN DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN ENGLISH   
INTENSIVE ENGLISH  . DUNKEL INTERMEDIATE LISTENING COMPREHENSION   
BLANTON   COMPOSITION PRACTICE BOOK 4  
RAY  REAL THING  
DUBIN  READING BY ALL MEANS  
AZAR FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR  
ALTHEN AMERICAN WAYS   
HOPFE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD   
TOHSAKO YOOKOSO   
JPN151    TOHSAKU  YOOKSOS WORKBOOK/LAB MANUAL PART A  
JS251  SENNA INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE   
JS 251  SENNA STUDY GUIDE T/A INTRO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE    
JS 253  BRASWELL JUSTICE,CRIME,& ETHICS  
JS 253  POLLOCK  ETHICS IN CRIME & JUSTICE   
JS261  SAMAHA  CRIMINALLAW   
JS261  WALKER  SENSE & NONSENSEABOUR CRIME 4 DRUGS  
JS 361  FISHER  CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION  
JS361  GARDNER CRIMINAL EVIDENCE  
JS361  WEINREB  LEADING CONSTITUTIONAL CASES ON C.J  
JS 362  SAMAHA CRIMINAL PROCEDURE  
JS 363  SIMONSEN  JUVENILE JUSTICE  
JS 365  DIIULIO  GOVERNING PRISONS  
JS365  HARTJEN CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE   
JS461  COHEN   CONSTITUTIONAL LAW   
LAT151,152  CHAMBERS LATIN ALIVE & WELL  
LGL ASST 8, LAW  STATSKY INTRO TO PARALEGALISM  
LST352    MEINERS LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS  
LST352   MEINERS STUDY GUIDE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS  .... 
LST353   MILLER  BUSINESS LAW TODAY-COMPREHENSIVE  
LST360    HOTCHKISS  INTERNATIONAL LAW FOR BUSINESS  
LST 451    JENNINGS REAL ESTATE LAW  
MAT 155  HARSHBARGER MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS FOR MGT.LIFE & S.S.   ... 
MAT 165  SULLIVAN  SOLUTIONS MANUAL PRECALCULUS  
MAT 166  HOLDER  STUDY GUIDE VOL 1 CALCULUS   
MAT166  HOLDER  STUDY GUIDE VOL 2 CALCULUS   
MAT 475/675  SAFF  FUND OF COMPLEX ANALYSIS F/MATH,SCIENCE,ENG.   .. 
MAT 556/756  DUDLEY ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY  
MAT166,167,264,265 .. SPARKS CALCULUS LABS USING MATHEMATICA  
MATH 098,099,095 .... GUSTAFSON BEGINNING ALGEBRA   
MATH 151  UAL COLLEGE ALGEBRA  
MATH 152  AUFMANN COLLEGE TRIGONOMETRY  
MATH 155  SULLIVAN  PRECALCULUS  
MATH 166  HOLDER  CALCULUS  
MATH 167,264,265 .... SWOKOWSKI   CALCULUS  
MATH 251  GERSTING   MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MATH320  STONE NOTES FOR SET THEORY  
MATH334  HILL  ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA W/APPLICATIONS  
MATH338  MARKLEY  INTRO TO PROBABILITY    
MATH 531/731    BILLSTEIN PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH/MATH F/ELEM. TEACHER 
MATH883  PATEL  NUMERICALANALYISI   
MBA943  DUSHKIN (MAIDMENT) ... INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 94/95   
MBA943  LEVINSON GUERRILLA MARKETING ATTACK  
MBA943  HARTLEY MARKETING MISTAKES   
MBA943  RIES MARKETING WARFARE   
MBA943  RIES BOTTOM-UP MARKETING   
MBA 948  KASHANI MANAGING GLOBAL MARKETING  
MBA948  CZINKOTA INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS    
MET354  GROOVER AUTOMATIOKPRODUCTIONSYSTEMS,&COMP  
MET 399  EWINS MODAL TESTING  
MET 446  KREITH  PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TRANSFER W/DISK   
MET 456  SPOTTS DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS   
MFG150  NELSON   MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE  
MFG 352  REPP MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY  
MFG3X  ANGERBAUER  PRINCIPLESOFDCANDACCIRCUITS   
MFG360  WANTUCK JUST IN TIME FOR AMERICA  
MG 452  GEORGE EXEMPLARY MIDDLE SCHOOL ,  
MG455  SHEPPARD REFLECTIONS ON BECOMING  
MG 455  ATWELL IN THE MIDDLE  
MG457  SOVCHICK   TEACHING MATH TO CHILDREN  
MG463  HASSARD MINDS ON SCIENCE  
MG491  MUTH TEACHING AND LEARNING IN THE MIDDLE GRADES  .... 
MG495  UCKONA EDUCATING FOR CHARACTER    
MG855  IRVIN TRANSFORMING MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION   
MG 855  CARNEGIE CORP TURNING POINTS  
MG868  CARIN  TEACHING SCIENCE THROUGH DISCOVERY  
MG 874  COLLINS VITAL SIGNS 3  
MG874  KUTZ AN UNQUIET PEDAGOGY   
MGT351  DAFT  MANAGEMENT   
MGT351    DAFT  STUDE GUIDE T/A MANAGEMENT   
MGT 354  BRIGHTMAN STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS PROBLEM SOLVING    
MGT 354  DANIEL  BUSINESS STATISTICS  
MGT 355  TAYLOR INTRO TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCE  
MGT 355  MATHUR  MANGEMENT SCIENCE  
MGT 361  DILWORTH   OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT   
MGT370  SCHERMERHORN  MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR    
MGT371     DECENZO HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  
MGT 375  STEVENSON NEW BUSINESS VENTURES AND THE ENTREPRENEUR  . 
MGT 375  KURATKO  ENTREPNEURIAL STRATEGY  
MGT 472  MILKOVICH COMPENSATION  
MGT 472      MILKOVICH CASES IN COMPENSATION  
MGT 475         PARKER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS   
MGT 596  VOLLMANN MANUFACTURING PLANNING & CONTROL SYSTEMS .... 
MKT255  HIMSTREET  BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS  
MKT 350  PRIDE MARKETING  
MKT 351   KRUGMAN ADVERTISING   
MKT352  MACKAY  -.. SWIM WITH THE SHARKS   
MKT 352  WEITZ  SELLING  
MKT352      SEITZ YOUR EXECUTIVE IMAGE  
MKT353  HAAS BUSINESS MARKETING MANGEMENT  
MKT354  BOLEN CONTEMPORARY RETAILING  
HBC  0-15-501092-1 
HARPER 0-673-39346-1 
NORTON    0-393-95326-2 
KNOPF 0-07-554665-5 
PENGUIN 0-14-017536-9 
CAMBRIDGE 0-52143731-8 
U OF GA. PRESS 0-8203-1266-5 
OXFORD UNIV PR 0-19-508666-X 
WESTVIEW  0-8133-0563-2 
INDIANA UNIV PR  0-253-20779-7 
GREENHAVEN PRESS . 1-56510-1324 
HEATH  0-669-19924-9 
LSU PRESS 0-8071-1360-3 
UNIV NC PRESS 0-80784429-2 
UNIV ILLINOIS PR 0-252-O6345-7 
UCAL  0-520-04134-8 
DOUBLEDAY 0-385-09421-3 
PENGUIN 0-14-043195-0 
PENGUIN 0-14-044173-5 
PENGUIN 0-14-043204-3 
NORTON  0-393-95572-9 
DOUBLEDAY 0-385-09876-6 
HC 0-60-091545-5 
PRINCETON 0-691-01750-6 
BANTAM 0-553-26365-X 
NAL 0-452-26710-2 
UTEXAS   0-292-75546-5 
DOVER 0-486-21707-8 
HARPER 0-06-250210-7 
OMNIBUS 0-7119-1687-X 
DOVER 0-486-23779-6 
PENGUIN 0-14-0069828 
VINTAGE  0-394-71048-7 
UCALPRESS  0-520-O5874-7 
PH 0-13-953795-3 
NTC    0-84424053-2 
HARCOURTBRACE ... 0-03-015503-7 
MORTON  0-89582-2636 
MOSBY  
MOSBY 0-8016-7679-7 
MOSBY 0-8016-63644 
MOSBY 0-8016-78976 
COLLEGE BOARD 0-87447-317-9 
WCB  0-697-11157-1 
MOSBY  0-801663768 
MEEKS HEIT  0-9630009-O-X 
MACM  0-675-22162-5 
BROWN  0-697-171248 
DUSHKIN  1-561-342996 
MACM 0-02-3018216 
PH 0-13-946518-9 
VNR   0442-009704 
VNR   0-442-20643-7 
HEARST 0-688-11433-4 
PANTHEON  0-394-55713-1 
MACMILLAN  0-02-3616018 
MCGH 0-07-016299-9 
UPPINCOTT   0-397473028 
WAVELAND 0-88133-520-7 
WATSON-GUPTILL .... 0-8230-70806 
VNR  0-442-275196 
MCGRAW 0-078288076 
PH 0-13813475-9 
ENGINEERING PR  .... 0-910554838 
PH 0-13-5548588 
MCGRAW 0-07839608-5 
NATL SAFETY 0-87912682-7 
ALLYN AND BACON  ... 0-205-15035-7 
PH 0-136293794 
IRWIN  0-256-142114 
OXFORD UNIV PRESS . 0-19434199-2 
HEINLE & HEINLE 0-8384-3384-7 
NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8384-2699-9 
AW  0-201-14507-3 
PH 0-136604348 
NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8384-29424 
PH 0-13-9436146 
NEWBURY 0-8384-2963-7 
PH 0-13-169616-5 
NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8384-2820-7 
PH 0-136761496 
AW  0-582-79797-7 
WADS 0-8384-2966-1 
WADS 0-838440754 
MAC 062-398610-7 
AW  0-201-5035-2 
PH 0-13-3382788 
INTERCULTURAL PRES  0-933662688 
MACM 0-02-356931-X 
.MCGH 0-07872291-9 
MCGH  0-07672293-5 
WEST  0-31481145-5 
WEST 0-31461633-3 
ANDERSEN 0-87084893-2 
WADS 0-534-214568 
WEST 0-31460774-1 
WADS  0-534-189668 
CRC 0-444816368 
WEST 0-314-347358 
FOUNDATION PRESS .. 1-56662-188-7 
WEST 0-31461101-3 
MACMILLAN 0-02410531-7 
FREE PRESS 0-02-9078838 
NELSON-HALL 0-8X4-14284 
FOUNDATION PRESS .. 1-56662889-9 
CHAMBERS 0-96284X86 
WEST 0-314-925746 
WEST  0-314826X8 
WEST 0-31463588-5 
WEST 0-31482851-X 
MCGRAW 0-076X495-5 
WADS 0-534-9X298 
HEATH  0-669-27882-3 
MAC 0-02418425-X 
WADS 0-534-23X74 
WADS 0-534-2X14-7 
PRENTICE HALL 0-13-3274616 
FREEMAN  0-71676076-X 
HARPERCOLLINS  .... 0-06-501196-1 
BROOKS/COLE 0-534-163926 
HARPER COLLINS  .... 0-67346648-5 
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN .. 0-3956X13-5 
MACMILLAN 0-02418421-7 
BROOKS/COLE 0-534-2X04-X 
PWS-KENT  0-534-92492-1 
FREEMAN   0-716762598 
SOUTHERN UNIV  
HBJ 0-15-5210926 
GINN PRESS  0-5X849X-2 
ADDISONWESLEY .... 0-201 -525656 
HBJ 0-038X3X4 
DUSHKIN PUB  1-56134-280-7 
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN .. 0-X5-X220-9 
WILEY & SONS 0-471-548X-7 
PENGUIN USA 0452-2X618 
MCGH 0-078527X4 
WADS 0-534-92977-X 
DRYDEN 0-038976464 
PH 0-138546528 
WILEY 0-471-X4724 
WEST 0-31461360-1 
PH 0-13-2M593-X 
ADVANTAGE   
MCKNIGHT    0-87345-1X-5 
DELMAR  0-8273-X20-1 
FORUM  
HBC   06387X446 
NMSA  
HEINEMANN  0-86709-1X8 
HR 0-X846X58 
HC 0-0660X198 
ALLYN BACON 0-205-1X02-9 
BANTAM  0-5X-37052-9 
ALLYN BACON 0-205-134726 
CARNEGIE CORP  0-9623154-1-9 
MAC 0-02-319X5-9 
HEINEMANN  0-X709-297-1 
HEINEMANN  0-86709-277-7 
HBC  0-03697688-X 
HBC  0-03697X8-X 
SW  0-5X831X8 
HM  0-39547270-9 
ALLYN BACON  0-205-14231-1 
PH 0-138521434 
MCGRAW HILL  0678169886 
WILEY 0471-577X-2 
WILEY 0471-57X7-5 
IRWIN  0-2X-110X-1 
HBC  0-036975794 
IRWIN 0-2X-105278 
COMPENSATION 0-945X1828 
MCGH 0-07848573-9 
IRWIN 0-2X88808-X 
WADS  0-534-928978 
HM   0-3X82965-9 
DRYDEN 0-036767526 
IVEY 060418426-3 
IRWIN  0-2X-10354-2 
BOB ADAMS   1-5XX-1X6 
WADS 0-534-92976-1 
PH 0-13-170X9-9 
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W MKT356  STONE SUCCESSFUL DIRECT MARKETING METHODS   NTC   0-8442-3510-5 
HALF     MKT357  WOOD CONTEMPORARY TRANSPORTATION         MACM 0-02-429491-8 
HALF     MKT375  JOHNSON CONTEMPORARY LOGISTICS MACM 0-02-360851-X 
HALF     MKT452  MALHOTRA MARKETING RESEARCH ,..PH 0-13-555350-4 
HALF     MKT455  KOTLER MARKETING MANGEMENT  PH 0-13-722851-1 
W MKT461  HAWKINS CONSUMER BEHAVIOR  IRWIN 0-25649409-8 
MKT463  MULLER INTERMODAL FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION   ENO FOUNDATION  
MKT463  MCKENZIE INTERMODEL TRANSPORTATION SIMMONS-BOARDMAN   0-911382-09-7 
MKT465  CATEORA  INTERNATIONAL MARKETING IRWIN 0-256-10513-8 
MUA114/116-836  SCHMIDT BASICS OF SINGING SCHIRMER   0-02-872337-6 
MUA116-836  SPERRY AMERICAN ART SONG OF THE TURN OF THE CENTURY . DOVER  0-486-26749-0 
MUA 116-836  COFFIN PHONETIC READINGS OF SONGS AND ARIAS SCARECROW PRESS .. 0-8108-1533-8 
MUA 123  CIRONE PORTRAITS IN RYTHM BELWIN   
MUA 123  GOLDENBERG MODERN SCHOOL FOR SNARE DRUM  HALLEONARD   
MUA 123  WHALEY  RECITAL SOLOS FOR SNARE DRUM MEREDITH MUSIC PUB  
MUA 123  MEYER MULTIPLE MALLET STUDIES FOR MARIMBA  HAMAR PERCUSSION   
MUA 123  GOLDENBERG MODERN SCHOOL: ZYLOPHONE.MARIMBA.VIBRAPHON . CHAPPEL4CO  
MUA123  MOYER  FOUR MALLET METHOD FOR MARIMBA ALFREDPUB  
MUE304-804  BERNSTEIN TROUBLE IN TAHITI AMBERSON ENT.   
MUE304-804  DUKE CAPTAIN LOVELOCK  CARLFISCHER  
MUS116 STECHER  KEYBOARD STRATEGIES - MASTERTEXTI  G. SCHIRMER HL50453180 
MUS127 STUDENT DISK PRACTICA MUSICA ARS NOVA   .. 
MUS131  BENWARD MUSIC IN THEORY 4 PRACTICE VOL.! W/TAPE BROWN      0-697-12530-0 
MUS 152  WRIGHT USTENING TO MUSIC (BOOK W/3 TAPES)  WEST 0-314-00779-2 
MUS 152  KAMIEN MUSICAN APPRECIATION (BRIEF) W/TAPES   MCGRAW  047-911653-1 
MUS 152 WRIGHT STUDY GUIDE T/A LISTENING TO MUSIC  WEST 0-314-00818-7 
MUS216  STECHER  KEYBOARD STRATEGIES - MASTER TEXT II G. SCHIRMER HL50453300 
MUS227  BENJAMIN MUSIC FOR SIGHT SINGING WADS 0-534-20823-1 
MUS231  BENWARD MUSIC IN THEORY 4 PRACTICE VOL. 2 W/TAPE    BROWN  0-697-12526-2 
MUS339  STOLBA DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN MUSIC  BROWN 4 BENCHMARK 0-697-25458-5 
MUS339  STOLBA COMPACT DISK VOL.1 DEV.WEST MUSIC WCB        0-697-12553-X 
MUS 462  GREEN MODERN CONDUCTOR PH 0-13-594458-9 
MUS464  PELLMAN  INTRO TO CREATION OF ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC  ... WADS 0-534-21450-9 
MUS 553/753   WATKINS SOUNDINGS:MUSIC IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY  MACMILLAN    0-02-673290-1 
NFS 151   BENNION INTRODUCTORY FOODS MACM  0-02-308181-3 
NFS 151   AHEA HANDBOOK OF FOOD PREPARATION  K/H 04403-8670-2 
NFS251   BOYLE PERSONAL NUTRITION  WEST.. 0-314-93333-6 
NFS252  CATALDO NURTITION AND DIET THERAPY WEST        0-314-93359-X 
NFS 351   WHITNEY UNDERSTANDING NUTRITION  WEST   0-314-01239-7 
NFS 354  WILUAMS  NUTRITION THROUGHOUT THE LIFE CYCLE MOSBY  0-80164477-2 
NFS452  MAHAN  KRAUSE'S FOOD, NURTITION AND DIET THERAPY SAUNDERS    0-7216-5508-4 
NFS 457  GISSLEN PROFESSIONAL COOKING  WILEY       0-47143848-9 
NUR251  KOZIER FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING AW     0-201492024 
NUR251  THOMAS TABERS CYCLOPEDIC MEDICAL DICTIONARY DAMS 0403643134 
NUR 251  CARNEVALI NURSING MANAGEMENT FOR ELDERLY  0-397-54898-2 
NUR322  ADLER LOOKING OUT/LOOKING IN HBC  043476544-7 
NUR330  HALES AN INVITATION TO HEALTH AW   0-8053-54804 
NUR 350  ARNOLD  INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP SAUNDERS .... 0-7216-2048-5 
NUR 351/341    SEIDEL MOSBY'S GUIDE TO PHYSICAL EXAMINATION  MOSBY 0-80164443-5 
NUR351/341    OLDS MATERNAL-NEWBORN NURSING AW  04053-55804 
NUR 351/341    FISCHBACH   MANUAL OF LABRATORY 4 DIAGNOSTIC TESTS UPPINCOTT      0-397-54831-1 
NUR352  BETZ  FAMILY CENTERED NURSING CARE OF CHILDREN SAUNDERS . 0-72164489-9 
NUR 352  WILSON PSYCHIATRIC NURSING AW  0-8053-9400-1 
NUR352  HORNE  FLUID, ELECTROLYTE* ACID BASE BALANCE MOSBY .... 0-8016-5479-3 
NUR352  LONG MEDICAL-SURGIALNURSING MOSBY 0401646724 
NUR421  REDMAN PROCESS OF PATIENT EDUCATION MOSBY.. 0-801646704 
NUR445  SPECTOR  CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN HEALTH & ILLNESS   PH 0-8385-13964 
NUR456  SWANSON COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING SAUNDERS ... ,  0-7216-13124 
NUR 456  STANHOPE HANDBOOK OF COMMUNITY & HOME HEALTH NURSING   MOSBY  0-80164765-7 
NUR750  NICOLL  PERSPECTIVES ON NURSING THEORY  UPPINCOTT 0-397-54910-5 
NUR 750  MARRINER-TOMEY  NURSING THEORISTS AND THEIR WORK MOSBY 040164764-X 
NUR 751  WRIGHT NURSES & FAMILY  DAVIS  04036-9605-1 
NUR751  BOMAR  NURSES & FAMILY HEALTH PROMOTION  W4W .. 0-7216-3794-9 
NUR751  STANHOPE COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING MOSBY . 0-801647744 
NUR 751  FRIEDMAN   FAMILY NURSING  A&L ... 0-8385-2543-1 
NUR751 WEGNER READINGS IN FAMILY NURSING UPPINCOTT 0-397-55033-2 
NUR861  RAKEL CONN'S CURRENT THERAPY 1994 HBC 0-7216-3804-X 
NUR 861  US PREVENTIVE SERV ... GUIDE TO CLINICAL PREVENTIVE SERVICES   WILLIAMS 4 WILKINS      048348507-7 
NUR 861  DUBIN  RAPID INTERPRETATION OF EKG'S COVER PUB 0-912-912014 
NUR861  UPHOLD  CLINICAL GUIDELINES IN FAMILY PRACTICE BARMARRAE BOOKS 
NUR861  DERSHEWITZ AMBULATORYPEDIATRICCARE UPPINCOTT 0-397-51196-5 
NUR 861  MCCANCE PATHOPHYSIOLOGY    MOSBY 040164902-2 
NUR873  GLANTZ PRIMER OF BIOSTATISTICS MCGRAW 047423511-2 
NUR873  EDELMAN  HEALTH PROMOTIONTHRUOUTLIFESPAN   MOSBY  0-8016-77864 
NUR 873  VALANIS   EPIDEMIOLOGY IN NURSING 4 HEALTH CARE APPLETON LANGE 0-8385-2226-2 
NURSING  OLDS CLINICAL HANDBOOK MATERNAL NEWBORN NURSING  .AW  ...  . 0-8053-5588-X 
PA862   HENRY PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION ANO PUBLICAFFAIRS PH 0-13481779-1 
PA862   DENHARDT THEORIES OF PUBLIC ORGANIZATION WADS 0-534-20070-2 
PA862    STILLMAN PUBLICADMINISTRATION     HM 0-395-59015-9 
pA870   WELCH  QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR PUBLIC ADMIN WADS 0-534-10888-1 
PA870    BABBIE  PRACTICE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH WADS... 0-534-155764 
PA 874   BRYSON  STRATEGIC PLAN. FOR PUBLIC 4 NONPROFIT ORG JOSSEY-BASS 1 -55542487-7 
PA874    BENVENISTE   MASTERINGTHE POLITICS OF PLANNING JOSSEY-BASS 1-55542-167-9 
PA884    ROGERS JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ANO JUVENILE JUSTICE PH .. 0-13-512393-3 
PA893   SCHWARTZ JUVENILE JUSTICE 4 PUBU POLICY  MACM 0469-269024 
PA/PSC871    ROSSI   EVALUATION SAGE 0403944584 
PA/PSC871    WHOLEY PERFORMANCE AND CREDIBILITY   FREEPRESS 0-669-11680-7 
PE 230   HARRIS DANCEAWHILE  MACMILLAN  0-02-3505814 
PE232   ARNHEIM PRINCIPLES OF ATHLETIC TRAINING  MOSBY 040164564-7 
PE332   ARC UFEGUARDING  ARC 0-86536-181-9 
PE332   ARC STANDARD FIRST AID         ARC 
PE336   STALLINGS TEACHING BASEBALL        SOUTHERN UNIVPR   
PE337   NICHOLS MOVING4 LEARNING  MOSBY 04016-7770-X 
PE338   PANGRAZI DYNAMIC PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR aEM CHILDREN .MACM 0-02-390691-X 
PE352   PUMPKIN PE4SPORT MOSBY 0-8016-78224 
PE 354   HALL  BASIC BIOMECHANICS MOSBY ... 0-8016-2087-2 
PE354   PAUL  LAB GUIDE FOR ANATOMY AND APPLIED KINESIOLOGY . SOUTHERN UNIV PR 
PE 435   STALUNGS PSYCHOLOGY OF COACHINGAND PLAYING SPORTS  ... SOUTHERN UNIV PR 
PE 551/751 AUXTER PRINCIPLES 4 METHODS OF ADAPTED P[E 4 REC MOSBY 0-801647494 
PE 554/754  HEYWARD ADVANCED FITNESS ASSESSMENT 4 EXERCISE PRESC.   HUMAN KINETICS .        0473224144 
PE555   FISHER  EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY LAB MANUAL J4B 0-867-20783-3 
PE555   FOX  PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS F/P.E. 4 ATHLETICS WCBROWN 0497-12626-9 
PE558   RAILEY MAGAGING PE FITNESS AND SPORT PROGRAMS MAYFIELD 1-55934-1734 
PE551    BAUMGARTNER MEASUREMENT FOR EVALUATION IN PE BROWN 0-697-10067-7 
PE853   POWERS EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY     BROWN 0-697-12657-9 
PE/SM 756  BAUMGARTNER CONDUCTING 4 READING RESEARCH IN HEALTH  ....   BROWN 0-697-11169-5 
PE/SM862  NCAA NCAA MANUAL '94-'95 NCAA 
P"100  ARC CANOEING ARC       ]'.'.'.048548131-3 
PEA102  HAMMOND  BALLETBASICS  MAYFIELD 1-55-9341343 
P"104  PE"™ DANCER PREPARES MAYFIELD   0-87444924-1 
PEA'09  BOWER FOILFENCING WCBROWN 0497-12601-3 
**   *  !LEf?iSC0   S0CC£R BROWN  0-692-100594 
?EA™  SEI2ER WALKING FOR FITNESS WCBROWN 0-697-12662-5 
PEA200  BISHOP FITNESS THROUGH AEROBIC DANCE    GORSUCH 0-89787419-9 
^S1  HOEGER FITNESS4WELLNESS MORTON  '.'.'. 049582-256-3 
PEA202  MAGLISCHO SWIM FOR THE HEALTH OF IT   MAYFIELD 0-87484-588-2 
PEA203  WILLIAMS  JOGGING EVERYONE HUNTER 049459-197-5 
PEA204  MORAN  DYNAMICS OF STRENGTH TRAINING  WCBROWN 0-69747638-5 
PEA206  COHEN   BADMINTON PAUL 
l^2!7  P°0I-E BADMINTON Z WAVELAND ".'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'. 0-881334444 
PEA209  ABC  BOWLERSGUIDE  ABC 
PEA210  NGF EASYWAYTO LEARN GOLF RULES  NGF 
PEA210  NGF GOLFLESSONS   NGF 
P"2"    N0RT°N  BEGINNING RACQUETBALL MORTON  .'.'.'.       '.'.'.'. 049582-2184 
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'Christmas Carol' returns with a few changes from the traditional tale 
By Chris Hall 
Staff Writer 
Mark it on the calendar, post 
it on the bulletin board, write 
yourself a note because GSU's 
annual production of Charles 
Dickens "A Christmas Carol" 
opens in McCroan Auditorium 
this Wednesday. 
However, don't expect the 
same old story when the doors 
open on this show. This year, 
director Dando Kluever paints a 
somewhat untraditional picture 
of the classic tale including a 
female Scrooge. 
"The character remains the 
same. Scrooge is still that mi- 
serly, bah-humbug type. The 
dynamics of it actually work 
amazingly the same. I just 
thought I'd give it a little twist 
this year," Kluever said. 
Laura Middlebrooks will play 
the part of Scrooge this year. 
However, she says, the charac- 
ter remains very similar to the 
traditional male role. 
"Male or female, the charac- 
ter is going to be similar as far as 
being nasty and mean and hard 
to deal with. However, when you 
get into the emotional side of it, 
when I start seeing the past, 
present, and future, I feel like I 
can put more emotion into it. It's 
basically going to be a different 
approach to the whole tradition," 
Middlebrooks said. 
"With Laura as Scrooge, it's 
added another dimension. It's 
sort of been modernized," said 
Chris Lanier, who plays Bob 
Cratchet. 
Besides a female Scrooge, the 
audience can look forward to 
other differences when the cur- 
tain comes up. The narration has 
been split up differently and the 
set design has been changed. 
"He's twisting things around, 
not only Scrooge but the stage 
pieces, to give it a different ef- 
fect. Dando is giving the play 
more of an edge," said Matt 
McClure, who is in his third per- 
formance of "A Christmas Carol" 
and plays Jacob Marley. 
The narration has also been 
changed. The story is normally 
passed from one towns person to 
another, but Kluever decided to 
feature three narrators played 
by Stephanie Powers, Christy 
Rickers, and Wanda Goolsby. 
The three narrators interact with 
the other characters as well as 
telling the story. 
"I think it makes it better be- 
cause that way, we [the narra- 
tors] get to view what's on the 
stage as well as interact with the 
audience," Goolsby said. 
A different telling of a classic 
may come as a shock to the audi- 
ence. 
However, the actors have not 
had any problems. Many mem- 
bers of the cast are veterans of 
the GSU stage and the new-com- 
ers are also talented. 
It takes talent and experience 
to mess with tradition and this 
year's cast is deep in both catego- 
ries. 
"It's interesting, I'm enjoying 
seeing the differences come out 
as we rehearse," McClure said. 
"I've found it quite enjoyable. 
It's been a challenge, but I really 
enjoy the difference. I like mess- 
ing with the tradition. I've had a 
lot of fun with it," Middlebrooks 
said. 
Don't miss it and come pre- 
pared to stand up and cheer be- 
cause Dando Kluever is bringing 
a different kind of script to the 
show and it is sure to be memo- 
rable. 
"A Christmas Carol" runs 
Wednesday through Saturday at 
8 p.m. in McCroan Auditorium. 
Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for 
students, and $1 for GSU stu- 
dents with i.d. 
Martial Arts club kicks off great year 
By Stacy demons 
Staff Writer 
The club sport of martial arts 
has begun its new season. Tonio 
Humphries, president of the 
club said that his background in 
the martial arts traces back to 
when he was in the fifth or sixth 
grade. 
"During 
my early 
junior high 
school 
years, 
there were 
only three 
tourna- 
ments that 
I did not 
place in," 
Humphries 
said. 
He said 
that  he's 
been involved in the sport of mar- 
tial arts since the first time he 
watched a Bruce Lee movie. 
"Since coming to GSU and 
being involved in the martial arts 
club, I've noticed that it has not 
seemed to gain the same popu- 
larity as some of the other CRI 
sports," he said. 
Humphries said that since the 
club sport was introducedon 
campus, the number of mem- 
bers has increased. 
"There are about twenty mem- 
bers in the club, but there are 
only ten to twelve regular mem- 
bers that are at each practice," 
said Humphries. 
"Out of this number, about 
nine of them are experienced 
martial artists," he said. 
The club combines the mar- 
tial arts of Tae Kwon Do, Wing 
Chun 
K u n g 
Fu, and 
Akido. 
"We 
have 
many 
different 
m e m - 
berswho 
are seri- 
ously in- 
volved in 
the dif- 
ferent 
martial 
arts, who will hopefully repre- 
sent the club at future tourna- 
ments coming up winter quar- 
ter," said Humphries. 
Humphries, who is a sopho- 
more majoring in criminal jus- 
tice—corporate law, would one 
day like to make martial arts his 
career. 
"I would like to possibly teach 
some private lessons to some of 
the GSU students starting win- 
ter quarter, who may not want to 
join the club, but still may be 
interested in the martial arts," 
said Humphries. 
Humphries, who ranks third 
in the nation in the Point Fight- 
ing Division, would like to set up 
a tournament to be held at GSU 
next year. 
"It would bring GSU notori- 
ety, introduce the sport to the 
Southeast, and would help pro- 
mote the names of upcoming 
martial artists like club mem- 
bers: Pete Evans, Todd Smith, 
Reggie Pittman, and new-comer 
on the tournament circuit, An- 
thony Harris," he said. 
Anyone interested in the club 
should contact Humphries at 
681-8697. 
Sociology Club has many 
service projects planned 
By Kymm Reynolds 
Staff Writer 
The Sociological Society at 
GSU has a full agenda this year 
that focuses on service projects 
for the community of Statesboro. 
One of the projects the society 
has planned is to adopt a family 
of five. The family's needs and 
background are made available 
to the club by the Department of 
Family and Children's Services. 
Members within the club will 
work together to furnish the fam- 
ily with what they need, give a 
little love, and lend a helping 
hand. 
The Sociological Society is also 
working with and supporting the 
Holiday Helpers Tree that is lo- 
cated in Lakeside Cafe. 
With the arrival of winter 
quarter, the Society will be work- 
ing with other organizations in 
sponsoring a variety show on 
campus to benefit Amethyst, an 
AIDS awareness organization lo- 
cated in Statesboro. 
Spring quarter will bringwith 
it the annual Ms. Statesboro pag- 
eant that the Society puts on. 
The beauty pageant is unique in 
that it is solely for senior citizens 
living at the Statesboro Nursing 
Home. 
Society is also considering 
adopting a set of grandparents. 
"You would go over and see 
them and possibly change a light 
bulb or somethingfor them," said 
President Lee Maxwell. 
Currently, the club is holding 
a raffle to raise money to support 
all of these chosen service 
projects. The raffle is for a $25 
gift certificate to a local music 
store. 
Tickets are available now from 
members for a $ldonation. The 
winner will be announced on 
Friday and notified by phone. 
Dues for the Sociological Soci- 
ety, which is under the advise- 
ment of faculty members Jason 
Joyner and Laura Rigdon, are $5 
and will be collected next quar- 
ter. 
The club meets every other 
Wednesday from 5 to 6 p.m. in 
room 272 in the Union. The next 
meeting will be held on Nov. 30. 
Everyone is welcome. 
Psychic Readings b 
Tarot Card & Palm Readings 
• Have you ever wanted a psychic to analyze you and 
tell you what is right & wrong in your life? 
•Do you want an expert in the field of psychic 
phenomenon to gaze into your past, explain your 
present & tell your future? 
•Mrs. Grace advises on love, buisness matters & 
marital problems. ^^ 
Special $5 All Readings 
113 Hwy, 301 South, Statesboro 
Across from Ogeechee Tech 
912-871-4487 
D*3)*5)*S)*3)*S)*3)*3) 
0 MT-^'lf tk/i?  "The Feel Good Emporium" 
Invites you to choose from the most unique and 
interesting selection of 
Clothing And Gift Items 
this Holiday Season with a special offer. 
********************* 
i iCQO i 
* any purchase of $30°° or more with this coupon.    * 
* Offer expires 12/10/94 * 
********************* 
Monday-Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
10-7 
10-6 
1-6 
600 Northside Dr. 
Statesboro, GA 
764-2794 
• 2)* 
*********************** 
Auto Sales 
We rent U-Haul 
Trucks & Trailers 
We sell U-Haul Boxes! 
Across town or across Country 
Reservations Accepted 
Call 489-2808 
Across from Wal-Mart 
*********************** 
Did you know that you can avoid the flu for only $5. 00 
FLU SHOTS 
will be given to 
eligible students any 
weekday until the end of fall 
quarter. (tC 00 
L|7 \>J • per shot 
Get them while they last! 
WARNING: The flu shot should not be given to anyone who 
is allergic to chicken, eggs, or Garamycin, or to pregnant 
women in the first trimester (unless they have a chronic 
illness like diabetes or asthma). 
GSU HEALTH SERVICES   681-5641 
Don't wait until it's too late! Get immunized now! 
g->i George-Anne ■ Sports ■ In-state Rivalry GSU took on UGA last night in Doug Durham's first game as interim head coach. It was a family affair as his father, Hugh, guided the Bulldogs. 
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A Note to SEC 
Commissioner Roy 
Kramer and associates: 
Get out of the Georgia 
Dome, while you still can. 
Make this weekend's SEC 
championship the only one 
played indoors. 
Say thanks but no thanks to 
Atlanta. And if they ask you 
back, pull a Nancy Reagan and 
just say no. 
And please stop using the 
NFL as an example of how to 
run a football game. 
High school games have 
more excitement than the pro- 
fessional version, these days. 
What I'm referring to is the 
SEC's attempt to make their 
conference championship game 
into some sort of southern-fried 
Super Bowl, right down to the 
domed stadium and a 200,000 
square foot "interactive" theme 
park in the World Congress 
Center. 
The park is called "SEC 
FanFare," and is basically a 
knockoff of the "NFL Experi- 
ence," an attraction that pre- 
ceded last January's 
Superbowl. 
Only in this theme park, for 
$5, fans can "interact" with 
former SEC players and eat 
"real" southern food, among 
other things. 
Fans of Alabama and 
Florida will probably appreci- 
ate an opportunity to sample 
some genuine southern cooking 
in the self-proclaimed capital of 
the south. 
Imagine some 'Bama fan, 
back in Tuscaloosa next Mon- 
day morning, wondering why 
his wife can't fix grits the way 
they did it at that theme park 
up there in Atlanta. 
But forget that a theme park 
dedicated to a football confer- 
ence is strange enough and 
consider the Georgia Dome, 
that antiseptic, astroturfed 
monstrosity that the state of 
Georgia absolutely had to have 
because the weather is so bad. 
Football wasn't meant to be 
played in the Georgia Dome 
(and football isn't played 
there, considering the team 
who calls it home) or anywhere 
else indoors. 
That the pros have been get- 
ting away with it for years is 
exactly my point: sterile, 
domed stadiums are perfect for 
a sterile, dull game. 
But college football wasn't 
meant to happen in a dome. 
College football is an out- 
door sport, which means play- 
ing the game outdoors. In the 
elements. On real grass. 
There should be blood and 
mud and grass stained slobber. 
And if the wind blows hard and 
the rain falls in sheets, so 
much the better. 
Heck, let it snow. 
And it's sad and somewhat 
disconcerting that the SEC 
seems bent on turning a big 
game, a game that is of itself 
important and should prove to 
be exciting, into what the me- 
dia is fond of calling an "event." 
An "event" is something that 
usually isn't. 
See tapes of Super Bowls I 
through XXVII or whatever if 
you need proof that over-hyped 
football games can literally 
bore you to sleep. 
Also, "events" tend to cost 
more per ticket than does a 
football game. 
This is because celebrities 
and other wealthy scum tend 
to pop up at "events". 
By trying to turn the SEC 
championship into more than a 
game, the SEC risks having 
the game itself mean less than 
glitz and glamour that will in- 
evitably surround it. 
Dankulic overlooked for SoCon honor 
By John Munford 
Sports Editor 
More than anything else she 
does, GSU volleyball's Alexis 
Dankulic leads by example. Ar- 
guably, she meant more to the 
Lady Eagles than any other 
player meant for any other team 
in the Southern Conference. 
Consider her statistics on the 
season. She was first in the con- 
ference in both kills per game 
with 3.99 and digs per game with 
4.15. She was also fifth in the 
conference in service aces and 
sixth in hitting percentage — 
not to mention that she now owns 
the conference career kill record 
and is tied for 19th on the NCAA 
career kills list with 2,029. 
All this was not enough for 
the Southern Conference coaches 
who voted Appalachian State's 
Heidi McElhaney the conference 
player-of-the-year as announced 
at Saturday's volleyball awards 
banquet. 
McElhaney, a senior outside 
hitter for ASU, finished second 
to Dankulic with 3.94 kills per 
game with and she edged 
Dankulic with a .302 hittingper- 
centage, also good for second 
place in the conference. Defen- 
sively, McElhaney was ranked 
third on her team with 2.42 digs 
per game. 
It also helped McElhaney that 
ASU finished the regular season 
with a perfect 14-0 conference 
record. 
"I'm not disappointed because 
I won last year due to my offen- 
sive statistics alone," Dankulic 
said. "Her hitting percentage was 
better and that kind of award is 
given for a team's effort; a team 
that goes 14-0 like they did de- 
serves a lot of credit." 
GSU Head Volleyball Coach 
Dee Nichols said that although 
the conference overlooked 
Dankulic for the player-of-the- 
year honors, it still does not take 
away from her contributions to 
the Lady Eagles. 
"Alexis is one of our biggest 
weapons both offensively and 
defensively," Nichols said. "She 
was one of our primary serve 
receivers and was tops in the 
conference in defense while still 
carrying quite a bit of our offen- 
sive load. 
"Heidi, however, doesn't serve 
receive and she is practically hid- 
den in their offense. Appalachian 
State is a great team and Heidi is 
a great player. 
"We don't want to take away 
from her because everybody de- 
serves a chance to be recognized." 
File Photo 
In addition to leading the Southern Conference with 3.99 kills per game, Alexis Dankulic also led the circuit 
with 4.15 digs per game. 
Senior offensive lineman looks 
to the future, stays positive 
By Carolyn Wynn 
Staff Writer 
The season may be over but 
not without it's memories: memo- 
ries that this year's seniors will 
keep with them for a lifetime. 
However, all too often there are 
some who go without praise that 
deserve acknowledgment just as 
much as this season's stars. 
One name that comes to mind 
is Jermaine Howard — referred 
to as "Maine Fresh" by his team- 
mates. Howard is a Senior offen- 
sive lineman from Athens, Geor- 
gia. He transferred here in 1993 
from Northeast Oklahoma A&M, 
a Junior College. 
Unfortunately, GSU fans did 
not have much of an opportunity 
to get to know Howard as a 
player. Before the 1993 season 
Jermaine was involved in an auto 
accident that prevented him from 
playing majority of the season. 
Then during the 1994 spring 
practice, Howard was struck by 
a car. 
Although Howard has had less 
then an easy time in his time 
here at GSU, he has never given 
up. A fellow teammate describes 
Howard as "a man that has been 
through a lot, yet still finds some 
way to keep giving of himself." 
This  season  Howard was 
moved to scout team, meaning 
that Jermaine may not get to 
play as much in the game, if at 
all. 
"My game days were Tues- 
days and Thursdays during 
scrimmages." Howard said with 
"I WILL MISS IT, AND 
EVERYTHING AROUND 
IT. YET I STILL AM 
LOOKING FORWARD TO 
THE BEGINNING A NEW 
CHAPTER IN MY LIFE." 
— JERMAINE HOWARD 
OFFENSIVE LINEMAN 
a smile on his face. 
That smile gives you the indi- 
cation of both his spirit and his 
drive. Howard attributes his mo- 
tivation to his strong upbring- 
ing with his mother and father. 
"I don't believe in quitting," 
he said. "You have to deal with 
what you are dealt." 
Howard has mixed emotions 
about the end of his collegiate 
football career. 
"I will miss it, and everything 
around it," Howard said. "Yet I 
still am looking forward to the 
beginning a new chapter in my 
life." 
Howard is a physical educa- 
tion major who says that his main 
goal now is completing his de- 
gree program. 
Another important thing 
Howard believes in is providing 
a positive image for all the 
younger people around you. 
"It's important to stay posi- 
tive and to maintain a positive 
image," he said. 
Howard is the oldest of three 
children, one of which is a 
younger sister who also attends 
GSU. All who know him know 
that he is an outgoing, caring 
person who can bring a smile to 
your face even on the darkest 
day. 
Those who don't know him 
from the football field, will surely 
know him from the dance floor. 
Dancing, along with fishing are 
some of his favorite pastimes. 
Howard may not have been 
one of this season's on field stars, 
but he is definitely a shining 
example of the spirit and drive 
that allowed the team to finish 
strong despite the season's un- 
fortunate beginnings. 
Razorbacks complete 
disappointing season 
The Associated Press 
LITTLE ROCK — Last year, 
Arkansas' football team ended 
the season headed in the right 
direction. The 1994 version fin- 
ished up going the other way. 
The Razorbacks were 5-5-1 in 
Danny Ford's first year, includ- 
ing 2-0-1 in November. 
A 30-12 loss to Louisiana State 
University on Saturday ended a 
disappointing 4-7 season. 
Ford called the loss to LSU a 
very poor performance. 
"You only play 11, 12 football 
games a year if you're good 
enough," Ford said. "It looks like 
if football is important to you, 
you can play hard that many 
times in a year. 
"We've gone downhill in the 
last three games and that was 
very disappointing," he said. "We 
have to re-evaluate some things. 
"We have people who are try- 
ing but can't play in the SEC 
right now. As coaches, we can't 
coach in the SEC right now." 
He said the coaches did a poor 
job of preparing the players for 
the season finale. 
'We made enough mistakes 
in the first half to get beat," he 
said, "then LSU took it to us in 
the second half. " 
He mentioned Barry Lunney 
Jr.'s underthrown pass when J. J. 
Meadors was open deep and the 
fact that an offensive lineman 
moved on fourth-and-one at the 
LSU 16. After the penalty, Lance 
Ellison's field goal attempt was 
blocked and the Tigers remained 
in front 9-6. 
"If LSU was that much better 
than we are, we can accept being 
defeated like this," Ford said. 
There were a couple of soap 
opera twists to Saturday's game. 
There has been speculation 
that Joe Kines, Ford's assistant 
head coach and defensive coordi- 
nator, will be named Oklahoma 
State University head coach in 
the next week or so. 
The speculation continued 
that Ford might hire Curley 
Hallman, fired two weeks ago as 
LSU coach, to replace Kines. 
Pat Jones resigned as OSU 
head coach last week and Terry 
Don Phillips, a close friend of 
Kines, is the new athletic direc- 
tor at OSU. 
Kines is 50 and his only expe- 
rience as a head coach at the 
major college level was when he 
replaced Jack Crowe at Arkan- 
sas after the Razorbacks lost 
their season opener to The Cita- 
del in 1992. 
S.C. gets Bowl invitation 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBIA, S.C. — In their 
first bowl invitation since 1988, 
South Carolina's Gamecocks 
Saturday won a bid to the 
Carquest Bowl at Miami's Joe 
Robbie Stadium. 
The Gamecocks (6-5, 4-4 in 
the SEC), with Brad Scott in his 
first year as head coach, had their 
first winning season since 1990. 
"It was a little easier in the 
beginning than it was there to- 
wards the middle of the stretch 
but we finished it off in good 
fashion," said Scott, who as a 
coach at Florida State went to 11 
bowl games. 
"The real winners this night 
are our players, because they're 
the ones that got the job done," 
Scott said at a news conference 
at the South Carolina football 
stadium. 
On Nov. 19, the Gamecocks 
beat Clemson 33-7 in the tradi- 
tional statewide competition. 
South Carolina is the fifth selec- 
tion from the Southeastern Con- 
ference. 
Carquest officials said the re- 
maining selections had yet to be 
decided, but under consideration 
were West Virginia, Syracuse, 
Virginia Tech and Boston Col- 
lege. 
The Gamecocks' opponent will 
be announced Monday. 
The game will be played 1:30 
p.m. on Jan. 2 at the 74,000-seat 
stadium. The Carquest Bowl, 
sponsored by Carquest Corp., 
with more than 2,900 stores na- 
tionwide, will be aired nation- 
ally on CBS. 
Carquest spokesman Buddy 
Johnson said that besides the 
Gamecocks' record, the selection 
committee looked favorably on 
the active participation of fans 
and Scott's previous involvement 
with the bowl. 
"Their football program is 
clearly on the rise," Johnson said. 
Come celebrate the holiday season 
at the annual 
CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING CEREMONY 
AND RECEPTION 
Monday, December 5, 1994 
7:00 p.m. 
Lakeside Cafe 
Everyone is invited! 
Sponsored by the Wesley Foundation 
* 
> 
* 
* 
* 
* 
George-Anpe 
Top 6 alternate uses for 
old Christmas trees 
6. Use for erosion barrier in ditch. 
5. Grind up for mulch. 
4. Chew-toy for a Great Dane. 
3. Cut up and place around home 
for   that"out-doorsy aroma" year- 
round. 
2. Use limbs as disposable back- 
scratchers. 
1. Fire kindling. 
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Country characters Dean 
Dollar has Wednesday 
wrapped up at Legends. Not 
strangers to the area, they have 
a good sound and following. 
Friday has two choices. 
The Labrea Stompers play 
Chena's and the Kinchafoonee 
Cowboys are at Legends. 
The Stompers are more than 
fun. They should have some 
new material to add to their 
group of sure-things off the 
Funzo's Knuckle Room 
albumn. Hard-edged city red- 
neck jam is what these boys do. 
It is rumored that this might 
be Kinchafoonee's last show 
even though their recording is 
doing pretty well. If Stetsons 
and rattle-snake skins get you 
hot, Legends is the place. 
Chena's has a great band 
Saturday. The Ottoman Em- 
pire plays their own brand of 
charged pop. "One World, one 
love, one voice" is their motto 
and it seems clear in their 
Beatles revamping. 
For those remaining for the 
break, the GSU Symphony is 
performing Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. in 
the ballroom. 
Georgia native's poetry not outstanding 
By Paige Haggard 
Staff Writer 
"How the Dead Bury the Dead" 
is a book of poetry by William 
Greenway, published by The 
University of Akron Press, Ak- 
ron, Ohio. 
Greenway, originally from 
Atlanta, is currently an English 
professor at Youngstown State 
University in Ohio. He was 
named Georgia Author of the 
Year for 1994. 
The book is divided into three 
sections. The first is titled "Fa- 
ther Dreams." It is a section pre- 
occupied with his dead father, 
his mother, and other childhood 
memories. This section probably 
contains the best poems, but is 
somewhat inconsistent. 
"The Place Names of Dreams" 
is the second section, and there 
is no apparent reason for this 
title or why certain poems are in 
this section. These poems deal 
more with the present than the 
poems of the first set, and are a 
little less erratic in quality, but 
more bland in exchange. 
The last section, "How the 
Dead Bury the Dead," is the worst 
section. Not only did Greenway 
save the worst for last, he put the 
longest poems last as well. Most 
of these poems deal with his bad 
health and his senile mother. 
Greenway has a very distinc- 
tive style. He uses very long, 
rambling sentences that are 
reminiscent of Faulkner. When 
Greenway is at his best, this style 
is wonderful; it swoops the reader 
up and carries him on a rush 
through the poem. 
However, it's also very easy to 
get lost in his tangle of words. 
One line could go on for a whole 
stanza, and then the point of the 
sentence is lost. 
Greenway draws inspiration 
from many literary sources, A. 
E. Houseman, Faulkner, 
Whitman, and Shakespeare, to 
name a few. He apparently be- 
lieves good poetry must refer to 
other great works because in 
most of his poems, he has at least 
one reference. 
Sometimes, he takes a view- 
point similar to a character of 
another work. One poem from 
the "Father Dreams" series reads 
like Biff from "Death of a Sales- 
man." Other times, Greenway 
rewrites an entire poem, a poetic 
equivalent of a cover-song. He 
does this trick with T. S. Eliot's 
"Magi" in "Magi." 
Most of the poems are written 
in the confessional mode. This 
style makes the poems feel very 
personal, but the subjects some- 
times get tedious. 
Greenway does have a sense 
of humor, though it's often lost in 
his long sentences and large 
words. In "The Great Northern 
Possum," he laughs at the poetic 
process. When he's not caught 
up in being a poet, Greenway can 
be witty and even good. But this 
collection proves there's a thin 
line between poetry and preten- 
tiousness. 
A. ftfemtiom   u3> f tuicfceirTite 
The Food Service I.D. Office will be relocating to 
the Lakeside Cafe (in the Lakeside Copies area) 
over the break. 
The office will be open for business 
in the new location beginning 
Tuesday, January 3,1995. 
WANNA BE "ZIT-FREE" ? 
Doctor 
Greenfield's 
SELF-TREATMENT 
FOR  A  CLEANER  CLEARER  COMPLEXION 
YOU'LL FIND Kpreenfleld'sJ   AT THESE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
COLLEGE PHARMACY — Plaza East 
COLLEGE PHARMACY — Downtown 
The bte-Nffe MuncWfer chan9c> 
Serving GSU/Statesboro 
681 -4326 
PIZZA/WINGS 
44" Plus Tax 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Medium Pizza with 3-Toppings, and I 
a 10 Piece Order of Buffalo Wings I 
Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other offet Cus- 1 
tomer pays sates tax whee applicable Our divers carry less than | 
$20. Delrvei^areashrritecltoensuresarectriving ©1994Dorninos I 
•Pizzftioc. ^CAIL NOWI Offer ends 12/15/94 ■ ^ 
LG. DOUBLE DEAL 
10" ■ ^^F      Plus Tax 
TWO Large Pizzas, Each with 2 of 
Your Favorite Toppings 
Add 99c for each Deep Dish 
Valid at participating locations. Not valid with any other offer. Cus- 
tomer pays sdes t* where applicable Our drivers carry less than 
-     intfs 
YOU TOP'EM 
$E"    $T"    SO" 
J   PkjsT* M     PkJsTa ^W  Plus Tax 
SMALL        MEDIUM LARGE 
With Up to 3 Toppings 
Add 99c for Deep Dish on Medium & Large 
*Small Pizza available h Classic Original Only 
Valid at participating locations. Not vafid with any other offer. Cus- 
tomer pays sales tax whee applicable Our divers carry tess than 
,     $20. DelrveiYareaslirritedtoensuresafeclrivirg ©1994Domino^ 
1 • Piz^hc^ —     m ^ILJjOWl C*ferSt^iiH^^Smi 
CARRY OUT 
$f99 5 Plus Tax 
Z falH     *™ DelrveryaraslnYtedtoensuresafedriving © 199< Dorn oS , MfcH . "u ««veryare*.rmeatoe njx^^s*; 
I""" • Pizza inc. CAlLNOWlCffigigicfe1g^J5/9j^Sii M'^JFM I G^NOWOffier imct 
Large 1 -Topping Pizza 
Add 99c for Deep Dish 
Valid at participating locations. Not vaSd with any other offer. Cus- 
tomer pays sdes tax where applicable Ojr drivers carry less than 
$20. DeKveryareaslimitedtoensuresafedrivxig ©1994DominoS 
• Pizza, Inc. CALL NOWI Offer ends 12/15/94 
Remember to sell your Fall Quarter Books Back to 
During Finals Week 
School Supplies • Book Bags • Scantrons 
Gift Items • Eagle Pendants • Trade Books 
20% off 
All GSU Adult & Children's Clothing 
Great for Christmas 
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01'Announcements 
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens 
all classified ads prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products & services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads, particularly those 
which ask for money or a credit card 
number in advance of delivery of products 
or services. Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any 
suspicious offers they might see in the 
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems 
too good to be true, it probably is. 
Black Student Alliance Meeting Every 
Tuesday Night at 7pm in Union Rm 252 
GSU Habitat for Humanity will meet for 
the last time this quarter on Tuesday Nov. 
29 at 6pm in Union Rm. 284. For more 
info call Ben at 764-7636  
Sigma Gamma Rho presents Greek 
Fashion Show Union Ballroom Nov. 30 at 
7:30. Admission $1.  
03«Autos for Sale 
1983 Cadillac de Ville for sale: great cond., 
new electronic systems, loaded! $2,300 
(firm) call 1-800-402-7546 (beeper) or 
368-4980 (Hinesville) after 7:00pm 
85 GJ-7 Jeep for sale, Powerful engine, 
runs great, good condition. Call 681-8578 
MUST SELL! '84 Mitsubishi 4x4 Looks 
and runs good. 2,900 Firm! Work 764-8922 
Home 764-7952. Ask for Hayward. 
04'Auto Parts, Repair 
Four Goodyear Wrangler tires, P205 75 
R15, Only 5,000 miles-low wear, and new 
1994 Jeep rims accompaning. $300 Call 
Scott 764-4238 
09*Furniture & Appliances 
For sale: Couch and swivel rocker. Tan 
w/floral pattern. Good condition. $75 both. 
Call 823-3957 
King size waterbed 8 drawer 2 cabinet 
pedestal. Double mirror headboard 
w/cabinet. 1 set of sheets $200. 681-2232 
Rust colored swivel rocker $20. Firm. 
681-2232 
Sleeper sofa Autumn colored fabric $75 
Firm. 681-2232 
Wanting to sell: One satellite dish, Uniden 
receiver and decoder. Also one color T.V., 
sofa, bedroom set. 
11'Help Wanted 
Immediat Openings 
The Georgia Army National Guard needs 
high school juniors, seniors, and 
graduates. We also need prior military 
service veterans. Many skills available. 
•EARN EXTRA $$$ IN PART TIME PAY. 
*$6,840. GI BILL AVAILABLE 
•LIFE INSURANCE, DISTINCTIVE CAR 
TAG AND MANY OTHER BENEFITS. 
Enjoy civilian live and a rewarding 
military career at home! For additional 
info. Call SFC Chuck Yeater at 681-5313 
or 681-5244 or stop by our office located at 
highway 301 North, Statesboro, Georgia. 
GEORGIANS AT THEIR BEST! 
Are you an actor or actress? Need money? 
Call Nancy at 489-3161 from 1pm to 
5:30pm Mon-Fri, Sat. 10am to 3:10pm 
LIFEGUARDS: Trinity Pools is now hiring 
lifeguards, managers, swim coaches, swim 
instructors, communication directors, and 
service technicians for the Metro Atlanta, 
Nashville, and Birmingham areas. For 
info call (404) 242-3800. 
STUDENTS 
Over 120 American manufacturers need 
you to assemble products at home. Circuit 
boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. 
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part time/full 
time. Experience unnecessary /will train. 
You're paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444 
Ext. 1001C 
The Dept. Of Residence Life is currently 
seeking qualified individuals for the 
position of Resident Assistant. Qualified 
applicants must have a minimum GPA of 
a 2.25, one quarter on campus living exp., 
good oral communication skills and the 
desire to work with students. Employment 
requires on campus living. Applications 
can be picked up at the Residence Life 
Office (Rosenwald rm. 10) 
12«Lost & Found 
Found: 2 pieces of jewelry. Have turned 
into South Building 116. Come in to 
describe and claim. 8-3pm. 
Found: one gold necklace found between 
Herty Building and Williams Center. 
Respond to L.B. 18441 to claim 
^•Miscellaneous for Sale 
1994 SPECIALIZED STUMPJUMPER 
M2. Ringle, Onza, Grip shift equipped. 
New clipless pedals, shoes, cranks, bars, 
seat, Must see. $900 OBO. Call Frank or 
Matthew 871-7030 leave message. 
r\ 
WE NEED 
HELP! 
The Honey Baked Ham Co. 
is in search of help during the 
holidays to fill our Sales Counter 
and Production positions. We have 
stores located in the following 
states: Alabama, Arkansas, 
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Nevada, North and South Carolina, 
Tennessee and Utah. Please stop 
by immediately to inquire about 
seasonal help. Check the white 
pages for information on the store 
L nearest you. 
2 badminton rackets for sale. One was 
never used and the other was used for one 
quarter. Paid $10 each. Only asking $5. 
Call 681-8909 
BCA Rocky- Shimano Components, Bar 
Ends, Lock, need to sell fast, $125, call 
Marc or Eric at 681-7389.     
Brother Word Processor #3400, Kitchen 
table + 4 chairs, chest of drawers, coffee 
table, prices negotiable. PLEASE CALL 
489-6807 and leave message. 
Cannondale Sport road bike-Good shape 
$125 OBO. Call Joda at 852-5550 or 
681-6780.  
Computer and color printer for sale. $650 
for computer and $150 for printer. For 
more info call Frank at 871-4169  
For sale: 1194 Cannondale M400 Black in 
excellent condition. $450 complete w/car 
rack and lock. Call Jennifer 871-3320 
For Sale: 2 formal dresses. Sizes 6 & 8. 
Call Amy at 871-7215  
For sale: Drafting table(solid wood), mat, 
light, and instruments inc. LIKE NEW. 
$350. Call 842-2484.  
For sale: Red Peugeot Racing Bike tuned 
up 2 months ago. New: Brake levers, 
cables, tires, back rim, peddles-$175. Call 
681-3794 or leave message. 
Graphic Calculator TI-82 w/Instruction 
Booklet. $55. Call 681-6595 for info. 
I am offering the ultimate Xmas present 
for the true college football fan. I have a 
limited amount of FSU Notre Dame 
official game posters for sale. LB 
18769-Mike Engelberg. 
Macintosh Classic Computer for sale. $400 
OBO. For more info. Call Cindy at 
681-3073 
Oceanic aquarium stand, fits 125 or 135 
gal. Tanks, never used $140. Also 2 
AquaClear 802's, and 2 penguin 1140 
powerheads, never touched-for more info. 
Call 681-8612  
Set of Wilson Staff irons 3-PW, Wilson 
1200GE metal driver + Wilson 3+5 wood, 
bag, matching headcovers all for $170. 
Call Jay Mac 681-6039. Good starter set. 
Soundblaster 8-bit sound card. All original 
software and registration materials 
included. Call David at 681-1130. 
Trek 930 for sale: 1 year old/great cond. 
$300 OBO. Call Sue 489-6784. 
14'Motorcycles 
1989 Ninga 250. 4000 miles. $1800 OBO 
489-8240 or 754-7267. Chris 
15*Musical 
Wanted: Lead guitar, bass, and 
fiddle/violin players interested in playing 
some up-beat country and southern rock. 
Don't wait, call today. 681-6601 ask for 
Steve or leave message. 
16-Personal 
Congradulations new sisters of Alpha Xi 
Delta. We love you! 
Dearest Steve I am waiting for my 
surprise. I did make you brownies. 
Mary and Carrie: You are loved. Your 
lasagna eating buddies 
17»Pets & Supplies 
For sale: male dwarf rabbit, litter trained, 
very affectionate. $35 w/cage and 
accessories. Call Christa 681-6230 or 
488-2500 
19*Rentals& Real Estate 
2br apts., 2br houses, 2br MHS-furnished 
and unfurnished and nice office. 764-5003 
3 bedroom apartment w/pool for rent 
starting Winter Qtr. Call 764-1476. 
Tired of your roommates or the dorm? 
Your bed's waiting at Eagle's Court. 
Shared 2 bdrm, 2 bth, completely 
furnished, $160/mon, $200 sec.dep. Perfer 
white, non-smoker, female. Now through 
Summer lease. Call Beverly 681-8771. 
Very nice, new, 2 bdrm duplex off campus. 
Available January 1. Pets allowed 
$425/mon. 852-5299 
2f>Roommates 
1 female roommate needed start January, 
own room. $150 fully furnished except 
your room, quiet place on Valley rd condos, 
call Shanann 489-5978 
Female roommate needed from Winter to 
Summer Qutr. Own bedroom at Player's 
Club $222.50/mon. Split util. Apartment 
next to Pool. Call 681-3719 
Female roommate needed! 4 bdrm 
townhouse, furnished! Please call Chase or 
Becky at 871-3943 
Female roommate needed. ASAP. 21 or 
older. Rent $187.50 and deposit plus 1/2 
util. Contact Dorene 764-5372 
conl^rnp 
LIVE MUSIC! 
Friday (12/2) -Labrea Stampers 
Saturday (12/3) - Ottoman Empire 
Home of the World Famous 
Shrimp & Bean Burrito 
Dine-in • Take-out 
871-6978 
200 Lanier Drive 
(across from EnZone) 
George-Anae 
CLASSIFIEDS CROSSWORD 
Female roommate(smoking &non-smoking 
rooms avail.) Winter 95, Player's Club, 
$161.25/mon., partly furnished. Pool, W/D, 
microwave. 871-7346 ask for Sonja. 
Kenwood 730 High Power Cassette 
Receiver has CD changer controls almost 
new in box $225 Pioneer 4 way 6x9 
speakers 160 watt new. $100 Call Jay aft. 
6 764-2609 
Male roommate needed for Winter and 
Spring qtrs. At Stadium Walk. 
$112.50/mon. + 1/4 util. Please call 
764-6119 ask for John. 
27'Wanted 
One child's outdoor gym/play set. 852-5278 
WANTED-Copy of 1978 and 1980 
Reflector yearbook. Call Michael Dean 
(912)537-3196 
Wanted: French 151, 152 textbook. Will 
negotiate price. Call 681-8167. Ask for 
Derek.   
Wanted: students with sales ability. For 
info. Call Jirily Inc. 1-800-279-6866. 
Need 1 non-smoking female roommate for 
Winter-Summer Qtr. Campus Courtyard 2 
bdrm flat. $200/mon. Fully furnished. Call 
871-4164. If no answer, leave message. 
Need female roommate $200/mon + util. 
Master bdrm, own bathroom, great 
roommates, Hawthorne 2. Call 871-7201. 
Ask for Jill. 
Needed female roommate to sublease 
Player's Club 3 bdrm. Apt. Private room 
bathroom. W/D, inc., Only $200/mon. Call 
Stacy 871-6999. ASAP  
Responsible female needed to share 
spacious 3 bdrm house on Fair Rd. Only 
$166.67 + 1/3 util. Local and friendly 
roommates. 681-9414. Leave message. 
Roommate needed Spring Quarter. Move 
into house. Own room. $180 rent per mon. 
Call 681-6682. Leave message. 
Roommate needed Winter and Spring Qtr. 
Own bdrm in large duplex near high 
school $225/mon + 1/2 util. No smoking, 
drugs, parties, or pets. Ben Sides LB 
21230  
Triangle & Friends: Female seeking 
roommate ASAP. $180 plus 1/2 utilities. 2 
bed/2bath trailer located approximately 5 
miles from GSU. 842-5456, leave message. 
21'Services 
r„MW0RK(M6 FOR 
FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE: 
Results 100% guaranteed. $49.95. Write 
for free details and application: Tower 
Enterprises, 2904-G N. Patterson St., 
Suite 152, Valdosta, GA 31602. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING by Peggy 
Smith, secretary in History Dept. Please 
call at 681-6520. Leave message. Resumes, 
lesson plans, books, theses, etc. 
Competitive rates!  
23'Stereo & Sound 
For sale: Pioneer car stereo. Cass w/CD 
changer controls and remote. $300 OBO. 
Pioneer CD changer-6 disk $300 OBO. 
Call 823-3957 
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